November 19, 2009

2009 Leadership Program: Activating Downtown’s Open Spaces

Dear Reader:
On behalf of the Downtown Denver Partnership and the residents, workers, visitors and students that make up
our Downtown community, thank you for taking the time to review this important document.
Each year, a group of dynamic individuals is chosen by the Downtown Denver Partnership to explore
opportunities and challenges impacting Denver’s Downtown. This year, the Downtown Denver Partnership
Leadership Program class was tasked with proposing methods to activate Downtown’s Open Spaces.
The report that follows includes a study of successful urban open spaces, and applies lessons learned from
select projects to a continuum of typologies throughout Downtown Denver. The activation tools found
throughout the report will serve to stimulate conversation and catalyze stakeholder involvement in the
development and revitalization of our Downtown community.
Please share this report with your neighbors, friends and colleagues, and reach out to the resources and
stakeholders described within the appendices, so that together we can activate the spaces between Downtown
Denver’s beautiful buildings, and continue elevating our mile-high status as a premier urban center in which to
live, work and play.
Sincerely,

Jerry Glick
Chair, Downtown Denver Partnership
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i.

Open spaces
es in the urban realm consist of all those
t
spaces between buildings
that people move through, relax in and use all day, every day. Urban open space
includes streets, plazas, squares, and traditional green parks. These spaces are
the lifeblood of downtowns from social, psychological and economic perspectives.
They attract people, build community, define and frame the relationships between
buildings, walkways and adjacent spaces, and contribute to the impression of a
memorable place.

With the diversity of employers,
employers housing opportuniti
opp
es and cultural activities,
downtowns are social, cultural and economic melting pots. Urban open spaces
allow the diverse population to engage with one another in a variety of ways;
the spaces are pivotal to the well-being of a population because they encourage
interaction, productivity and revitalization.
A city with a wealth in number and variety of open spaces fosters community.
People are drawn to spaces for a variety of reasons; some prefer the bustling
activity of a restaurant patio, others find quiet places to read or relax, while still
others visit a space to see a specific attraction. Whatever the activity is, people
moving in a downtown space gravitate toward open spaces in an eﬀort to escape
the urban cluster and daily grind. Striving to deliver spaces which cater to all
interests and desires promotes a feeling of being engaged in the downtown
environment.
In addition to providing emotional and social relief, the success of downtown
business, development and enterprise is tied in many respects to the quality
of its open spaces. Attractive and comfortable outdoor environments encourage people to linger and spend more time outside, wandering past shops and
restaurants. A downtown with vibrant open spaces can expect more dollars both
to come and stay there.
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Vision: To create vibrant urban open spaces in order to attract
people to Downtown Denver.
Denver
Goal: To create a framework of recommendations encompassing design and accessibility, marketing and activities, financing
and policy, and operations and management to encourage
social and capital investment in urban open spaces.
The 2009 Downtown Denver Leadership Program (DDLP) class
believes the recommendations of this study will provide tools
and resources for the collaborative activation of Downtown
Denver’s open spaces. The success of outdoor spaces is a
product of deliberate and shared eﬀorts between the public
and private sectors, and an engaged public. The collaboration
between city agencies, private developers, employers, retailers
and individuals are imperative to the success of all open spaces.

The eﬀ
ﬀorts
orts of Downtown Denver Leadership Program
P
participants began with the research of nationally renowned open spaces from across the
United States. Successful
f l activation off those
h
open spaces generated a toolbox that was applied to Denver open spaces. Research focused on the
following perspectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making the Case for Active Open Space
Inventory of Applicable Spaces
Design & Accessibility
Marketing & Activities
Finance & Policy
Public Private Partnership

The following defi
efinitions of various types of open space
s
were used as a framework for both national research and local recommendations:

Signature Spaces

Publicly developed and managed open space as
part of zoned open space system of a city. Signature spaces are typically large, and most often
nationally or internationally renowned.

Neighborhood Parks

Green parks with trees and landscaping, neighborhood parks can be traditional, historic parks
or newly-developed open spaces.

Squares & Plazas

Smaller than signature and neighborhood parks,
they are typically located on private property
but open for public use. They include pocket
parks, building plazas/forecourts, etc.

Street & Streetscapes
Includes sidewalks and exterior building amenities connecting one destination with another.
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One nati
ational
nal example of each type of open space
sp
was chosen to study in depth.
de
The research of these four examples built up the toolboxes that
have been
een subsequently
b
l used
d to advise
d i acti
tions for Downtown Denver’s open
ope spaces.

Signature Spaces

Squares & Plazas

Millennium Park, Chicago, IL

Pioneer Courthouse Square, Portland, OR

Neighborhood Parks

Street and Streetscapes

Battery Park, New York City, NY

Newbury Street, Boston, MA
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In applying
ng the national findings to Downtown
Downtow Denver, two local spaces per type were used to illustrate the potential for activation. These spaces
were chosen
criteria, including:
osen based on a number of criteria
•
Consistency with the definitions of the category types
•
Potential for successful activation of the space
•
Illustration of a continuum of change across recommendations
•
Consistency with the seven Transformative Projects as defined by the Downtown Area Plan
Based on the inventory of open spaces in Downtown Denver and this criteria, the following local case studies were chosen:

Signature Spaces

Squares & Plazas

Union Station

Republic Plaza

Sculpture Park

Blake Street

Civic Center Park

Lot 162 / Parking Lot X

Benedict Fountain Park

Wynkoop Street

Neighborhood Parks

Streetscapes

The sections of this report are outlined by diﬀerent types in the following order:
Signature Spaces
Sp
Neighborhood Parks
Squares and Plazas
Streets and Streetscapes
Each type of open space includes:
Description of space and defining elements of the national example
Specific indicators of success
Relevancy to Downtown Denver
The lessons learned come from the perspectives of:
Redevelopment/Development
Design and Accessibility
Finance and Policy
Marketing and Activities
Operations
Public Private Partnership
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Located in Downtown Ch
Chicago, the site that is now Millennium Park was originally home to the
Illinois Central
entral Railway.
Railway In 1998, under the leadership of Mayor Richard M. Daly and the design
vision of world renowned artists and architects, a plan was conceived that both preserved the
transportation functionality of the site and its underlying economic importance, and increased
pedestrian accessibility and community use of the grounds. In the words of Richard Solomon,
Director of Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts, “(Millennium Park) is not
simply a background park . . . It is densely packed like the city itself. This is a diﬀerent idea of an
exterior experience than in most parks. It is closer to a theme park or a shopping mall.” Indeed,
Millennium Park is Downtown Chicago’s signature attraction boasting 24.5 acres of space with
12 distinct park features that together oﬀer open space and activities for the 4.4 million annual
visitors to the park.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Property values of adjacent properties have risen by $100/sf since park was opened
Esti
Estimates
mates of park-driven
par
real estate growth are expected to dwarf the $1.4 billion
number set by Goodman Williams Group at a prediction of over $42.6 billion by 2015
Visitor spending is estimated to bring between $1.9 to $2.6 billion into the Chicago
business community by 2015
More than 16 million visitors have been to Millennium Park since July 2004
Low vacancy rates of adjacent commercial buildings
This cultural park has replaced a number of other icons as the site that now defines
Chicago to the world

Park is separated from
fro the City by m
major roadways
Similar metropolitan culture
Site was once an under-utilized rail yard space
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The redevelopment of the space that today is Millennium Park was made
possible by the convergence of several important factors. Mayor Richard M.
Daly launched a strategic eﬀort in 1997 to revitalize the remaining undeveloped sections of Grant Park, leveraging City resources to craft a new vision for
the greater public space. He recruited experts like architect Frank
Gehry to create inspiration and community interest in the project. With a
strong vision and a savvy political understanding, Mayor Daly worked to
capitalize on the growing excitement of the coming millennium to give civic
leaders, private donors and community entrepreneurs an opportunity to join
in the redevelopment eﬀorts. To the right is a list of relevant tools for the
redevelopment of Signature Spaces.

Aspects of Millennium Park are designed to be fully accessible to
all patrons. The Park oﬀers wheelchair loans and seating, wide
sidewalks and walkways, and listening devices. Abundant lighting
attracts people and helps them move through the spaces and into
the City. The Park includes wayfinding signage for navigation purposes and to reinforce the park’s identity. The Chicago Transit Authority has both train and bus lines running from all metropolitan
areas of Chicago into the Park. There is a 300 space indoor bicycle
garage with snack bar and bike shop. For drivers, there is on-site,
9,000 space parking garage with 24 hour security. Regarding design
and activities, Millennium Park oﬀers “something for everyone.”
* Jay Pritzker Pavillion oﬀers concerts and events weekly
* B. Harris Theatre for Music and Dance oﬀers ballet or chamber
music concerts
* Rotating public art exhibit entices residents and tourists
* Crown Fountain oﬀers a reflecting pool
* Lurie Garden attracts outdoor enthusiasts
* Cloudgate Sculpture is a physical and conversational piece
* McCormick Tribune Plaza oﬀers an ice rink during winter hours.
The toolbox to the right includes relevant tools for the design of
successful signature spaces.

TOOLBOX
Clear Vision/Goals
Citizen Interest & Support
Government Funding
Identified Need
Political Support & Will
Private Donations
Public Private Partnership
Stakeholder Support
Supports Public Good
Timing

TOOLBOX
Adequate Sidewalk
Branding & Unique Identity
Connectivity
Convention & Visitors Centers
Design for Physicality & Programming
Fountains
Gardens
Ice Rink
Impromptu Activities
Lighting
Multiple Uses
Parking
Planned Activities
Plentiful Seating
Pedestrian Bridges
Public Art
Public Transportation
Signage, Mapping & Wayfinding
Safety
Universal Accessibility

Important to the Finance and Policy of Millennium Park is a clear
operations plan which outlines past and current funding of the Park.
Funding from the City side was provided through garage revenue,
which justified a bond issue to support $175 million in capital dollars.
Advertising revenues from bus shelters installed throughout Chicago
finance the operations of the Park and rental of performance equipment adds additional revenue. The private donor community worked
with the City-sponsored foundation to generate an additional $200+
million. (For more information about Finance and Policy of Open Spaces, please see the appendix at the end of this report.) The toolbox
to the right demonstrates some of the most important tools for the
finance and policy of signature spaces.

TOOLBOX

Adequate & Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Garage Revenue / Parking Fees
Government Funding
Fund-raising
Operations Plan
Political Support & Will
Rental Fees: Equipment & Space
Sponsorships
Private Donations
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Marketi
kketing eﬀ
ﬀorts off a signature space begin
b
by
b ma
making
k the
h
space visible through easily located information and tools,
which are abundant for Millennium Park. The Park website
contains information regarding events, history, imagery, maps,
reviews and blogs. In addition visitor’s centers , popular travel
and city websites also promote the Park. Branding within the
Park includes unique signage, lighting fixtures, and mapping.
Millennium Park utilizes public relations to tell its story to
those interested. Rotating public art displays, fountains,
gardens and the ice rink keeps both tourists and residents
returning, and this encourages community involvement and
support. To the right are tools for the successful marketing
and activity planning of signature spaces.

TOOLBOX

Accessibility Branding & Unique
Identity
Citizen Interest & Support
Connectivity
Convention & Visitors Centers
Design for Physicality & Programming
Fountains
Gardens
Ice Rink
Impromptu Activities
Marketing Plan
Multiple Uses
Planned Activities
Plentiful & Persistent Advertising
Public Art
Public Relations
Signage, Mapping, & Wayfinding

Chicago developed a creative financing plan that met the budget needs for development, and continues to meet the financial challenge of maintaining the Park
through private and public revenue sources, such as advertising revenues from the
benches. Tools gleaned for continued operations are listed to the right.

TOOLBOX

Adequate & Consistent Funding
Operations Plan
Public Private Partnerships

The most integral aspect of a public private partnership (P3) and the element that is of most public interest
is the funding of the partnership and its eﬀorts. In 2004, the US Mayor’s Business Council recognized
Millennium Park as P3 of the year, making it a great case study. Below we have included financial detail to
explain the intricacies of P3s. To the right is a P3 toolbox; more about P3s can be found in our appendix.
Total Cost: $475 Million
Public: The City issued bonds for $270 million to be paid back by parking garage revenue, the central Loop TIF
Fund (Tax Increment Financing). According to Chicago Capital Improvement Plan, $95 Million from the fund
was allocated.

TOOLBOX
Adequate & Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Fundraising
Garage Revenue/Parking Fees
Government Funding
Political Support & Will
Private Donations
Public Private Partnership
Stakeholder Support

Private: According to John H. Bryan, the City provided the location, an interested mayor with a vision and
a generous private sector. Bryan and his team attracted more than 85 private gifts of $1 million or more,
totaling more than $145 million. The remaining $200 million was donated by private contributors, whose
namesakes are included on features throughout the Park. Donors include: Pritzker Family Foundation,
Crown Foundation, Robert R. McCormick Tribune Foundation, Bank One Foundation and BP America. These
philanthropic contributions enabled the Park planners to attract some of the world’s leading artists and
designers, increasing visibility, interest and ultimately revenue to the Park.
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1905
05 Robert Speer, Mayor of Denver, commissioned planner Charle
Charles
es
Mulford
ulford Robinson to create a master plan for the City. Robinson was
waas a
proponent of the “City Beautiful” movement and created a civic center
park that linked buildings and open spaces and provided visual connection between the Courthouse and State Capitol Building. The cost of the
plan did not meet taxpayer approval and the plan was shelved.
1907 Speer, in conjunction with the Art Commission, enlisted the assistance of sculptor Fredrick MacMonnies to create another civic master
plan. MacMonnies’ plan created a large park to the west of the State
Capitol Building and added a new building to the west of this outdoor
space. He added two semicircular spaces on the north and south ends of
the park to create symmetry. Locations for public art and sculpture were
identified within the plan. MacMonnies also proposed two buildings on
the interior of the park, one being the Carnegie Library. The plan was
eventually approved and land acquisition was begun to create the park.
1909 The Greek-style Carnegie Library was completed on the north end
of the park, making it the first structure to be constructed.
1912 Henry Arnold was elected Mayor and continued to evolve the civic
center plan by engaging the services of renowned landscape architects
the Olmsted brothers. The Olmsteds add a sunken garden and groves of
trees to the plan, as well as an art museum opposite the library.
1916 Mayor Speer was re-elected and immediately hired Edward H.
Bennett to refine the design of the civic center park. Bennett was also a
disciple of Daniel Burnam and embraced the “City Beautiful” movement.
Bennett created a formal composition with stepped terraces and stone
balustrades. A reflecting pool was added along the primary axis. Along
the secondary axis, the Greek Theater was built in 1918. The Voorhies
Memorial gateway was added to the north end of the park in 1919. Bennett also proposed a central terrace bounded by symmetrical lawns and
groups of trees.

•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

BID
City and County of
o Denver
Civic Center Conservancy
Community Members & Neighborhood Groups
Downtown Denver Partnership

Civic Center Park is an historic “City Beauti
tifful”
l” parkk with
ith a long
l
value and interest
history which adds historic
his
The Park is surrounded
surrounde by busy urban streets which can complicate or limit development eﬀorts
Residents of Denver have many fond memories and experiences
of the park, making it prime for exciting development to reactivate the space and engage citizen interest
Civic Center Park is governed and maintained by Denver Department of Parks and Recreation
The Park is surrounded by a preponderance of oﬃce and institutional uses that provide a density of people but also limit activity
at street level, particularly after normal working hours
The Park was designed as a passive space with places of reflection, shade, and a distinct park atmosphere. Creating an active
space would require redefining the identity and function of the
park.

1924 The City landscape architect S.R. DeBoer created an expanded
plan for the civic center which included creation of grand lawns flanked
by civic buildings and extending westward to Speer Boulevard.
1932 The City and County Building was completed and enclosed the
western edge of Civic Center Park.
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Civic Center
nter Park is widely considered to be Denver’s signature
signatur
park. Manyy people
p p are aware of the activation eﬀorts of the Civic
Center Conservancy, the park’s significant history and the number
of activities that take place annually. However, the Park still has
a reputation for being home to a large concentration of Denver’s
homeless population, as well as criminal activity.
The Civic Center Conservancy, established in 2004, can be credited
with the increase in programmed activities at the Park . Unfortunately, a limited budget has made it challenging for the Conservancy to truly activate the park and generate awareness about the
revitalization eﬀorts, including the renovations to the McNichols
Building and improvements to the Park itself.
Civic Center Park is situated such that it can serve as a conduit
between the State Capitol Building, the City & County Building,
Denver Art Museum, Denver Public Library and the Central Business District and the 16th Street Mall. Despite this prime location,
it is not a frequently travelled corridor. Since there is not a large
concentration of residential or commercial businesses immediately
surrounding the Park, the primary audience is the City & County
employees working in the buildings surrounding the Park, Denver
residents interested in the historical significance of the park and
tourists.
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In recognition off the many plans and eﬀ
ﬀorts already completed or
underway for the Park, our primary recommendation is to empower a
single organization (such as the Civic Center Conservancy) to eﬀectively
market, program and maintain the Park. One goal is to program Civic
Center Park on a daily basis and increase use and access not only of the
Park, but of Downtown Denver as well.
Vital and active Civic Center Parks from around the nation inspire our
vision of Denver’s Civic Center Park.

IIt iis undeniable
d i bl that
h Civic
Ci i Center
C
P
Parkk iis a place
l
off hi
historic
i signifi
i ificance, lending to its unique character and unparalleled importance
to the City. It is with that reputation in mind that we focus our
eﬀorts on exploring the benefits of revitalizing Civic Center Park.
We understand the importance of maintaining and encouraging the
events that do bring vitality and economic benefit to Downtown
Denver. With this in mind, it is important to realize that increasing
the every-day usability of Civic Center Park will increase use. With
use comes retail and with retail comes increased revenue. If the
Park were to be converted from a passive lounging space to an
active one, the Park and surrounding retail and businesses could
expect to see an increase in profit, land value and community
goodwill.
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a. Millennium Park, Chicago IL

e. Millennium Park, Chicago IL

Accessibility: Access to Civic Center Park continues to be an issue.
Many of the beloved aspects of the park are cut oﬀ by major
intersections or other physical barriers that prevent people from
entering into the Park. A number of easily identified entry points
and pathways that connect adjacent locations would encourage
visitors to walk through the park.
a. Art & Architecture – There are a number of quality art and
architecture elements in Civic Center Park, particularly the
Greek Theatre and McNichols building. One of Millennium
Park’s biggest draws are its nationally recognized and numerous works of art. Increasing the art and architectural exhibits
within the Civic Center Park can provide cultural significance
and attract new visitors.

b. Millennium Park, Chicago IL

b. Fountains – People, especially the young, are drawn to water.
Civic Center Park boasts some beautiful fountains, and we
recommend maintaining water-filled fountains for public
pleasure.
c. Cycle / Activity Center – The development of a bicycle or minirecreation center near the Park could serve to attract casual
weekend visitors and to promote Denver’s status as one of the
healthiest cities in America. The facility could include lockers,
showers, a snack bar, bike repair and bike and inline skate
rental. The Center could also provide police facilities to foster
a feeling of safety in the area.
d. Ice Skating Rink – During winter months, a portion of the Park
could be used for ice skating. Holiday décor and a coﬀee café
would draw visitors to the Park and Downtown during the
holiday season.

c. Millennium Park, Chicago IL

e. Private Rentals – Civic Center Park could follow in the direction
of Millennium Park and rent out its pavilions for private functions. This would provide additional funding for the Park.

d. Millennium Park, Chicago IL
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There are currently funding opportunities and eﬀorts underway to revitalize Civic Center Park.
This section is meant as a reminder of current eﬀorts.
•
•
•
•

$41 million is allocated for Park upgrades and restoration, showing the commitment that Denver and its residents have to the
Park
The Civic Center Conservancy is mounting a membership campaign to garner more community support
Mayor Hickenlooper recently announced that he has secured a major donor for the Park
Better Denver Bond: $9.5 million to restore Greek Theatre, Voorhies Memorial, Broadway Terrace, Park Walkways and
Balustrades

Images below represent a selection of the groups who are committed to improving the Park:
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Much of the marketing and event planning for Civic Center Park has been undertaken by the Civic Center Conservancy. We recommend this
responsibility be maintained by such a singular entity. Below are some of our observations and recommendations regarding marketing and
activities in Civic Center Park, followed by images to represent current programming eﬀorts at the Park.
•
Retain the mega events at Civic Center Park, and supplement with daily events
•
Expand website to includes in-depth information about the renovations to the Park, historical significance and events
•
Expand eﬀorts to utilize Twitter and Facebook
•
Videos & Podcasts on the history of the Park, the renovation eﬀorts and events
•
Provide programming during the lunch hour, similar to the existing Outdoor Garden & Café event
•
Distribute monthly newsletter and other promotional materials to all employees near the Park (City, State, Library, Art Museum, etc.)
•
Utilize public relations and send out press releases about key events, historical milestones and renovations advancement. Arrange for
media to tour the renovations and promote the historical significance
•
Ensure that all hotels have printed materials, including maps
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1870 The first train arrived in Denver’s Central Platte Valley on Junee 21. Only
four small,
s
temporary stations were set up to serve passengers.
1881 The Union Depot and Railroad Company built the City’s first Union Station, costing $525,000 and opening on June 1.
1884 A fire in the original Union Station on March 18 caused considerable
damage. The building’s wooden tower was destroyed. Union Station was
quickly rebuilt with a much lower roofline and a stone clock tower.
1906 Denver’s famous Welcome, or Mizpah, Arch was built in front of Union
Station on 17th Street between Wynkoop and Wazee Streets.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Citizens of Denver
Denver
City & Count
ty of Denver
County
Colorado De
Department of Transportation
Denver Regional Council of Governments
Denver Union Station Project Authority
Downtown Denver Partnership
Downtown Development Authority
LoDo District
Lower Downtown Neighborhood Association
Regional Transit Department (RTD)
Union Station Advocates
Union Station Neighborhood Company

•

The Denver Unio
on Station Master Plan is blueUnion
printed with extensive
extee
design and planning work
already underway.
underwaay

•

Designation of a management team for the public
spaces would contribute to their success.

•

Fixed and limited budget for construction means
careful and deliberate attention to schedule and
fees must be maintained.

•

Noise ordinances, with residential development
across the street, could aﬀect construction and/
or operation timeframes.

•

Denver has no history of private donor development in a civic venture to the scale and extent
that private money played in the development of
Millennium Park.

1914 The Denver Union Terminal Railway Company tore down the clock tower
and replaced it with the building’s lower, expanded center section.
1920s/30s The glory days of Denver Union Station. During that time, the station operated 80 trains a day.
1931 The Mizpah Arch was taken down on December 7 after being deemed a
traﬃc hazard.
Late 1980s Regional Transportation District (RTD) and the City of Denver
cooperate with the Denver Union Terminal Railway Corporation (DUT) to
make improvements to the site. These improvements include upgrading rail
platforms and canopies and accommodating an RTD bus lane to access Market
Street Station from the I-25 bus/high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.
1997-2000 RTD, the City and the Denver Regional Council of Governments
(DRCOG) cooperate with Union Station Transport Development Company
(USTDC) and various private landowners and businesses to create the Central
Platte Valley Light Rail Spur (C-Line), a major public transit connection to Denver Union Station (DUS).
2001 RTD purchased the site in accordance with a jointly funded intergovernmental agreement between RTD, the City and County of Denver (CCD), CDOT
and DRCOG. In May 2002, the Denver Union Station project team initiated
the development of a master plan and an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for Union Station.
2006 Union Station partnering agencies announce the selection of Continuum/East West as the master developer team to head the redevelopment and
preservation of Denver’s historic Union Station.
2009 Downtown Denver Partnership, in cooperation with Union Station
Neighborhood Company and Union Station Advocates, hosts a symposium on
the public spaces at DUS. National experts are brought in to provide advice on
the development of these spaces.
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A cas
case
se ffor a “signature space” at Denver’s Union Station
can be
b made when considering its various assets. The
planned
such
d public
bl spaces within
h the
h development,
d l
h as
Linear Park at 17th Street, Kinetic Plaza and the South
and North Plazas on Wynkoop Street contribute to the
overall appeal of designing a signature space. Though
Union Station is an active transportation destination, opportunities exist to reinvent the space. Capitalizing on its
historic value, introducing new commerce, realizing the
intrigue and beauty and, most importantly, a train station
full of people, make a compelling argument to make
Union Station a signature park.
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Redevelopment at U
Union
i SStati
tion will
ill b
be the
h next
transformational project in Denver. Once a key
portal of decades past, many see this landmark as
an emblem of 21st century redevelopment with a
continued legacy as the centerpiece of Downtown
Denver.
As Mayor Hickenlooper said, “The Denver Union
Station will be a new, vibrant hub for our city,
a transportation center linking the region and
a catalyst for all metro Denver, a signature new
development that will improve our quality of life
and provide even more evidence that our region is
on the move.”

Surrounding Union Station are 19.85 acres that
serve as the hub of FasTrack’s designed “hub and
spoke system.” The mixed use development and
public spaces within this project will benefit from
the transit infrastructure connecting to Union Station. FasTracks is now underway and the impact
of this 12-year, multi-billion project on the Denver
Metro’s future growth has already become apparent.
Serving as a multi-modal hub, the redevelopment
at Denver Union Station will cater to thousands of
people every day as they reach this urban core on
their journey to live, work and play in Downtown
Denver. People traﬃc will directly impact the activation of the public realm and the ground floor retail throughout, providing the ideal ingredients for
a successful signature park in Downtown Denver.
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Public
li spaces att Denver
D
U
Union
i Stati
St tion will create an exciting setting tha
that
improves the connections between all transportation modes, respect
the character and historical significance of the station and its adjacent
neighborhoods, and provide a stimulating environment for pubic activity
and economic vitality.
The following design & accessibility recommendations will contribute to
successful activation of the space:
• Measured and phased approach to build out. Start small and add
incrementally as appropriate. This type of approach will manage
the expectations of the public and keep the redevelopment positive,
despite the long time frame for completion.
• Programming comes before design to allow for use patterns.
Importance lies in first understanding and/or determining the
highest and best uses of individual spaces followed by design to and
for those uses.
• Allow today’s dollars to focus on elements that would be useful to
transit infrastructure and rail users, retaining the integrity of the site
as a transportation hub.
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During the DUS Public Spaces symposium, the panelists - all national level experts on public spaces - stressed the critical importance of creating
a revenue source for management and operation of the public realm. They spent a great deal of time sharing information about their operating
budgets and how their revenues were generated. All the spaces created revenue on site using areas which were programmed specifically for
that purpose. They integrated rentable areas and features for events and sponsorship to oﬀset management and operations costs. Based
on this information and the tools garnered in the research of Millennium Park, following is a list of suggestions regarding the finance for the
redevelopment of Union Station, which are consistent with conclusions of Union Station Advocates:
•
•
•
•

Revenue goal $1M/Acre/Year for clean and safe Grade-A public space
Generate revenues from commercial venues, sponsorships, park usage/event fees, rents and BID assessments
Consider branded products and naming rights that could be sold to benefit the management entity
Sell guided tours

A signature space at Denver Union Station needs a governing body with the single goal of maintaining the public realm. RTD, the current owner
makes transit its primary concern and is an important part of the equation for success. Union Station will see a lot of people move through the
space due to the transit element, but it must also thrive on its own, with lively and vibrant spaces.

Denver Parks and Recreation governs most of Denver’s open spaces. While their goal is to take care of public parks, it’s not always easy to maintain large public facilities. A singular governing body to maintain the spaces at DUS would ensure timely and appropriate response to issues of
vandalism, graﬃti and other maintenance and repair concerns. The following recommendations are in line with a Public Private Partnership (P3)
structure and were provided by the DUS Symposium panelists:
PUBLIC SPACE LEADERSHIP
Creation of a not-for-profit management group which is focused on public space and historic buildings
• Ensure a management team that works with the community to determine and implement the proper and desired activities for the
space(s)
• Consider full-time staﬀ dedicated to programming the space every day, and maximizing potential revenue
Management has autonomy in operation of public spaces and retail
• Such a management group could also be involved in the planning, design, and realization of public spaces and retail uses of buildings
Assemble a board of directors for development and operations from various stakeholders to build a high-profile reputation and ensure community
support and enthusiasm for the space
MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Public sector goals, private sector methods
Phase in full public space improvements based upon management commitment and capacity
•
Allow the public spaces to be observed and to evolve, before designing future permanent elements
•
Seek first to understand and/or determine best uses of individual spaces. Limited budget, high cost of maintenance and operations and
the phased build-out of the Union Station project contributed to this conclusion
Manage public expectations through informed planning and public communication
• This phased approach requires management of the public’s expectations. As the Union Station Advocates suggest, set public expectations
such that growth will occur incrementally.
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Union
on Station has extensively marketed
mar
the master plan and the goal/vision of the
redevelopment plan . However, consideration for marketing the public spaces is not as robust.
Following are the recommendations to market Union Station as a signature space:
Website: Dedicated, current, and detailed website providing people with a constant activity
resource
Social Media: Ongoing use of social media outlets such as Twitter and Facebook to engage
tech-savvy populations
Planned Activities: Art exhibits, concerts, chess boards, dramatic performances, feature
elements, holiday lighting, lectures, movies, poetry, sports events, etc.
Activity Centers: Create a cinema space, teen center or art gallery space
Flyers: Distribute monthly flyers announcing activities, revitalization monuments, etc.
Informational Packages: Distribute packages to Downtown oﬃces once a month with flyers,
activity sheets, etc. to proliferate knowledge of activities
Email Blasts: Similar to information packages, these blasts provide information electronically
regarding activities and redevelopment at Union Station.
Press Releases: Target all major local publications
Map and Wayfinding: Create a useful and functional map with pedestrian and bus routes,
running and biking trails, etc.
Kickoﬀ Activity: A grand re-opening event will draw people to Union Station in an eﬀort to
spark life into the area and bring awareness to the redevelopment of the space.
Concierge Association: Raise awareness of activities through concierge organization in Denver.
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Battery Park’s
k’s 25-acres are located
lo
at the southern end of Manhattan Island in New York. It is named for its historic use, an artillery battery,
which was in operati
Dutch and British settlers to protect what was then New Amsterdam. On November 25, 1783, the Park oﬃcially
tion by
b D
became American as the British colors were taken down on Evacuation Day.
Castle Clinton National Monument is the centerpiece of the park and was originally built as a support structure for the impending War of
1812. It later become the first immigrant-receiving center for New York City, welcoming over 8.5 million immigrants before Ellis Island was
established, and later became the home to the New York City Aquarium. Upon nearly being destroyed in 1941, and until the mid 1980’s,
Battery Park fell into disrepair. A minimal restoration to the Castle occurred in 1975, and in 1994 the Battery Conservancy was created to
revitalize the Park and put into action the award-winning master plan that was created in 1986.

• More
ore than 5 million people
p
visit Battery Park annually
evenue from new fo
• Revenue
food kiosks adds to economic revitalization
• Castle Clinton has been successfully transformed into a venue for
the arts, a transportation hub for growing heritage tourism and
historical center

Batteryy Park is a neighborhood
neighborho park
pa that profits from its historical significance, gives respite to patrons and improves the economy in and
around
d the Park.
Park Downtown Denver
Denv has many open spaces that have similar characteristics. Research identified the following for application
in activating Downtown Denver’s open spaces:
•
Historical significance contributes to Battery Park’s success. Denver’s neighborhood parks could also capitalize on their historic
contexts
•
Respite for patrons adds to Battery Park’s success. The master plan oﬀers gardens, benches and passive areas that allow the
people to enjoy a variety of leisure activities. These attributes would increase the success of neighborhood parks in Denver.
•
The Battery Park renovations have created positive economic impact in and around the site. As is true in activating most open
spaces, the revitalization of an area brings increase economic opportunities as entrepreneurial individuals gravitate to the spaces
that people occupy.
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The Battery Conservancy has been a huge asset for the
success of Battery Park. When it was established as a
not-for-profit in 1994, the goal was to be an educational
corporation to revitalize and rebuild the historic park.
The Conservancy was met with abundant public support
regarding the revitalization of the Park by the area’s
citizens who recognized that the Park needed renovation.
Its original master plan, funded by public and private
means, included the renovation of the harbor and upper
promenades, including the Gardens of Remembrance, the
construction of The Battery Labyrinth, and the creation of
a ticket oﬃce for the Statue of Liberty Ellis Island ferry. To
the right are the tools that we have found be most relevant
to the redevelopment/development of Battery Park.

TOOLBOX

Adequate and Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Conservancy Groups/Neighborhood Associations
Convention & Visitors Centers
Design for Physicality & Programming
Fund-raising
Government Funding
Historic Preservation & Restoration
Identified Need
Non-Profit Management
Political Support & Will
Private Donations
Stakeholder Support
Supports Public Good
Timing

Battery Park had a carefully designed master plan that paid close
attention to both the physical design and programming of the space.
Access was radically improved by relocating these buildings and new
pedestrian bridges to a site directly across from the Port Authority
Trans-Hudson (PATH), Interborough Rapid Transit Company (IRT), and
Independent subway systems (IND). The Plan also called for Battery
Park to be the hub of ferry transportation to and from Ellis Island, the
Castle Clinton, which serves as a pubic/ cultural center and theater,
landmark as America’s first immigrant receiving center, aquarium and
ticket oﬃce for the Statue of Liberty. The design also created many
diverse areas that allow for relaxation, including picnic kiosks, the sea
wall, the promenade and gardens of remembrance, a labyrinth and
the Battery Bosque. The toolbox to the right includes items found
to be most important to the design and accessibility of successful
Neighborhood Parks.

Private fund-raising has always been part of the engine
that drove Battery Park improvements. To date, the
Conservancy and its partners have successfully raised over
$100 million to fund the revitalization projects for Battery
Park. In 1998, events were held to raise $6 million to
improve the greenways. In addition to event-based fundraising, Battery Park has also generated private donations,
such as $30,000 from Alteon Systems. The tools found to
be most pertinent are listed at right. More information
about Finance & Policy of Signature Spaces can be found in
the appendix.

TOOLBOX

Accessibility
Branding & Unique Identity
Clear Vision/Goals
Connectivity
Convention & Visitors Centers
Design for Physicality & Programming
Fountains
Gardens
Historic Preservation & Restoration
Kiosks/Fees
Multiple Uses
Pedestrian Bridges
Planned/Impromptu Activities
Public Transportation
Tourism Fees

TOOLBOX

Adequate and Consistent Funding
Conservancy Groups/Neighborhood Associations
Fund-raising
Government Funding
Historic Preservation & Restoration
Identified Need
Kiosks
Non-Profit Management
Private Donations
Tourism Fees
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The Battery Conservancy has many programs and activities
throughout the year and lists them on their website. They include:
yoga in the park, weddings, walkathons, art exhibits, festivals, soccer,
biking, jogging, basketball, tennis and concerts. Passive activities
include a labyrinth, gardens, fountains, walkways and historical
exhibits. The open space of the Park also encourages impromptu
activities like frisbee and dog walking and there is plenty of walking
room and seating for the Park’s pedestrian visitors. The active
pedestrian environment is encouraged with safety modifications
such as abundant lighting. Finally, the Park also provides ferry
service, allowing for great transportation opportunities. From our
study of Battery Park, we have gleaned the tools listed to the right.

TOOLBOX

Adequate Sidewalk
Design for Physicality & Programming
Fountains
Gardens
Lighting
Marketing Plan
Multiple Uses
Planned/ Impromptu Activities
Public Transportation
Safety
Website & Social Media

Three major capital projects are complete and seven more are in various stages of
development, with expected finish dates over the next five years. By 2014, the entire
Master Plan for the 25 acre Battery Park will be realized. One planned project includes
the garden bikeway (see photo below of existing and proposed rendering) which will link
the Hudson River Park Bikeway to the East River Esplanade. Ten existing monuments
will relocate to the park’s perimeter edge to help lead visitors to the park, especially at
night when the monuments will be illuminated. The Conservancy will continue to raise
funds for educational and cultural programs to ensure the park becomes a great New York
destination. The Conservancy has demonstrated to the private and public sectors that it
can stimulate great design, obtain civic approvals, and build to the produced standard of
excellence, while staying within budget and on time. To the right are the applicable tools
regarding successful continued operations of a neighborhood park.

Battery Park is an interesting case study in public private partnership.
The Park itself is owned and maintained by New York City. Castle
Clinton, the Park’s signature landmark, is owned by the US
Government and maintained by the National Park Service. The
Battery Conservancy is a public, 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization
that was founded specifically to rebuild and revitalize the Battery
and Castle Clinton National Monument, by engaging the private
community in these eﬀorts. Together, these entities work in careful
cooperation to ensure that the Park, its landmarks, and the history
of the site are preserved and promoted to the citizens and visitors
of New York City. The toolbox to the right shows some of the most
applicable tools for Public Private Partnerships of Battery Park. More
information about Public Private Partnerships can be found in the
appendix.

TOOLBOX
Adequate and Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Clear Vision/Goals
Conservancy Groups/Neighborhood Associations
Fundraising
Government Funding
Non-Profit Management
Operations Plan
Political Support & Will
Private Donations
Public Private Partnership
Stakeholder Support

TOOLBOX
Adequate and Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Conservancy Groups/Neighborhood Associations
Fund-raising
Government Funding
Historic Preservation & Renovation
Non-Profit Management
Political Support & Will
Private Donations
Public Private Partnership
Stakeholder Support
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Sculpture
ure Park is a 93,000 square foot space located between Spee
Speerr Blvd., the Denver
Performing
east
Auraria
ming Arts Complex, Champa Street and Arapahoe Street, eas
st of the Au
Campus.
The Park has always been associated with the Arts Complex but gained more
prominence when the space was renovated and expanded in 2003. The
enhancements included improved access to the Park from the Arts Complex with
ramps and stairs, as well as the addition of the Jonathan Borofsky sculptures “The
Dancers.”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auraria Campus
City and County of
o Denver
Convention Center
Denver Oﬃce of Cultural Aﬀairs
Denver Performing Arts Center Workers
Denver Performing Arts Center Visitors
Denver Residents

Costs: The costs associated with Sculpture Park
C
more
parks in Denver
aare mo
ore than other neighborhood
neigh
when considering insurance,
w
insuranc maintenance of the
aart, improvements and security. For example,
llinking the Auraria Campus with the Park either via
bridge or tunnel would improve access but could
b
be very expensive. Infrastructure, equipment and
b
aadditional art is also costly, but could activate the
sspace and create community involvement.
Activity Balance: The Denver Performing Arts ComA
plex (DPAC) is home to an active set of programs
p
tthat at times overwhelms the ability to eﬀectively
aand eﬃciently manage the area. Parking in particullar can be a major issue. Increased use of Sculpture
Park, particularly for exhibits and planned events
P
would need to be balanced with the programmatic
w
ccomponents of the DPAC.
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Sculpture Park is currently perceived
as an island with limited access and
little recognition, primarily due to the
following factors:
• Adjacency to busy streets
• Lack of wayfinding or prominent
signage
• Lack of marketing or awareness of
the Park to Downtown visitors and
residents
These factors discourage visitor
attendance, and limit requests for use
and programming. Opportunities for
activation within the Sculpture Park rest
primarily with providing a reason to visit
the Park. For increased use, Auraria
Campus, the Denver Convention Center
and other organizations could schedule
events at Sculpture Park.
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Sculpture Park would provide a lively backdrop to one of Downtown
Denver’s most active arteries, that being Speer Boulevard. It could provide respite, activities and commerce to students and other pedestrians
traveling from Auraria into the heart of the City. The park could host festivals, gatherings, concerts, rallies or exhibits that could be easily seen,
eﬀectively advertised and highly attended. Shrubbery or decorative
walls would create a more peaceful environment. Kiosks could be leased
to bring food options for people and provide additional revenue streams
for park maintenance. Embracing the park’s name, art exhibits could be
held or additional sculptures could be commissioned to commemorate
historic City events (Democratic National Convension, World Series,
theatrical productions, etc.). This park could become the crossroads of
Downtown and the surrounding neighborhoods.

With the proper investment and activation, Sculpture Park can
become a significant asset to Downtown Denver. It is uniquely
positioned to be both a magnet for functional and aesthetic public art, as well as an oﬃcial connection point between Downtown
Denver and the neighboring Auraria Campus. Increasing artistic
presence to Downtown has the potential to increase the sense
of connectivity and community, safety and responsibility and
walkability. For example, improving and expanding the pedestrian connection between Downtown and Auraria Campus, using
Sculpture Park as the oﬃcial gateway, would increase foot traﬃc
and thus revenues from surrounding areas.
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Recommendations for design and accessibility of Sculpture Park focus on improved connectivity and increased activities.
The Park is already recognized by some Denverites, but improving connectivity will increase use. Increased activities
would help establish the park as a destination, rather than an unused monument. Below are recommendations, followed by images of successful neighborhood parks.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Enhance and improve access to, and awareness of the Park by providing wayfinding signage.
Consider pedestrian bridges and/or tunnels from Auraria and the Convention Center to increase pedestrian accessibility from
populated areas to the park, paying specific attention to access from parking and transit locations.
Increase artful amenities to attract visitors and increase dwell time, such as art benches, tables and children’s climbing sculptures.
Add infrastructure throughout the Park to encourage use as an outdoor performance and classroom venue.
Consider adding value to “The Dancers” by installing a lighted water feature beneath, attracting children to ‘dance’ and play.

a. Commons Park, Denver, CO

c. Downtown Denver, Denver, CO

b. Highlands Bridge, Denver, CO

d. Bryant Park, New York City, NY

e. Bryant Park, New York City, NY
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a. Downtown Denver, Denver, CO
The finance and policy of Sculpture Park’s revitalization are concentrated on increasing artistic and recreational use of the Park. They are
directly related to design recommendations, but this section is meant
to focus on the funding and policy requirements for these improvements. Below are recommendations followed by pictures of successful national examples:
a. Designate the Sculpture Park as a public art magnet. Work
with the Denver Oﬃce of Cultural Aﬀairs (DOCA) to craft a
policy that allows for artistic programming to be part of the
Park. Then work with DOCA and Parks and Recreation to issue
local and sister-city requests for proposals (RFP) for temporary
art installation and rotating, featured exhibits.
b. Create a funding source, such as a “Friends of Sculpture Park,”
with the purpose of enhancing the park with additional sculp
tures, increased infrastructure and maintenance of artistic
installations.
c. Work with adjacent parking facilities to designate low cost
parking spaces for park visitors, while also marketing the tran
sit, bicycle and pedestrian access options to the Park.

b. Friends of Battery Park, New York City, NY

ery Park
Park, New York City
City, NY
cc. Friends of Batt
Battery
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The activation of Sculpture Park will most importantly require an increased awareness of the Park. Below are recommendations, followed by
images of other successful parks.
a.
b.
c.

Install a permanent Denver Art Kiosk that promotes and sells tickets to all local art functions, including performance, visual and
musical art. This kiosk could be the hub of a First Friday activity and perhaps host special artist walks and talks.
Partner with the Campus, Convention and Tourism agencies to promote use of the Park as a place for special events, talks, receptions, and outdoor cafe.
Sculpture Park could be the new start and end point of a 5K race to increase awareness of Downtown Denver’s various parks,
areas of respite, cultural centers, etc., creating a pathway of exploration and activation that extends beyond the boundaries of
Sculpture Park.

a. Bryant Park, New York City, NY

c. Sculpture Park, Denver, CO

b. Bryant Park, New York City, NY
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Originaally, Benedict Fountain Park was a small space, bordered by East
Originally,
E 20th
Avenue,
only
Avenue
e, 22nd Avenue and Cleveland Streets, and it consisted of on
ly the
fountain for
f which
h h it is named.
d The
h originall intent off the
h Parkk was drawn
d
from J.
J B.
B Benedict and his experiences abroad seeing children playing
play
in fountains. Benedict wanted to bring this experience to the children of
Denver and commissioned Maurice Baurdin to create a children’s fountain.
Benedict donated this fountain to the City of Denver, and the Park was
named in his honor. With the acquisition of the adjacent block, Cleveland
Street was later closed and Benedict Fountain Park was expanded to
include a much larger passive area.
Today, Benedict Fountain Park is a 3.3 acre space located at 20th Avenue
and Tremont Streets and contains the formal fountain and informal multiuse areas. Picnic tables and benches are scattered along the perimeter
between mature trees. There are excellent views from the Park into the
surrounding neighborhoods and the Downtown Denver skyline.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area Developers
A
B
Benedict
Place Apartments
Ap
partments
City and County of
o Denver’s Parks Department
Denver P
Public
Ebert Elementary
D
bli SSchools,
h
Denver Urban Renewal Authority (DURA)
Neighborhood Residents
St. Luke’s Developers

Recently,
Recent
tly, $250,000 was designated
designated for the Park
Pa from the develThese funds
opers of the St. Luke’s Hospital
Hosp
pital redevelopment.
redevelopme
must be used for construction costs on a specific project and/
or the design and design drawings for a specific project. Most
stakeholders believe that the project should be selected in the
context of a larger master plan which includes:
• Input from the neighborhood to define a character, use and
function for the Park
• Specific, prioritized improvement projects
• Avenues to fund the projects including the $250,000 form
St. Luke’s
The City and County of Denver’s Parks and Recreation Department held a public meeting in early 2009 to solicit input regarding improvements to the Park. To date, neither the master plan
nor project plan have been developed.
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Benediict Fountain
Benedict
untain Park is a passive ne
neighborhood
ghborhood park with gathering
gatheriingg areas and
an
nd a large
la
informal multi-use area. The large green space and
on
locatio
n of the Park make it ideal for activation, yet the Park remains
remain relatively under-utilized.
The unique story of the Benedict Park fountain itself is a fascinating piece of Denver history that is similar to the historical significance of Castle
Clinton in Battery Park. Reactivation and use of the fountain along with re-beautification of the Park will bring back the original intention of the
“Children’s Fountain.”
The Park is surrounded by a diverse residential neighborhood with businesses and schools, all of which would take full advantage of an attractive and inviting open green space. Beautiful views of the Downtown skyline, unprogrammed open areas, and pet-friendly areas would make
for a Park that would be attractive to all.
A beautiful, well-maintained, functional Park will increase property values, generate higher rent dollars and increase destination visits from surrounding workers and residents.
With Benedict Park being one of only a few open spaces near the Arapahoe Square neighborhood, the demand on this rejuvenated open space
could exceed expectations. The current Arapahoe Square redevelopment being headed up by the Denver Downtown Partnership (DDP) will
add to the potential for development and increased use of this Park.
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The vision for Benedict Fountain Park is to become an active,
diverse, neighborhood-friendly oasis for the surrounding
community. Additional shade trees, picnic tables,
downward lighting, designated dog-friendly areas and a
permanent walking path will all contribute to the ultimate
success of this Park. The Park will provide a safe haven for
businesspeople, neighbors, children and individuals looking
for a place to belong. The Park will be known for its physical
aesthetics and structures, as well as the carefully selected
features, such as a community garden, that would provide
the opportunity for neighbors to interact and connect.

Benedict Fountain Park has the potential to be a great passive neighborhood
park for Downtown Denver: it is unique in existing assets, surrounded by a
growing Downtown housing and business market, features breathtaking views
of the Denver skyline and contains a rich and colorful history centered on a
beautiful fountain.
Investments in infrastructure and amenities will ensure the Park’s status as an
asset to the community and will contribute to the neighborhood redevelopment. A beautiful, well-maintained, functional Park will increase property
values, generate higher rent dollars, and increase destination visits from
surrounding commuters and residents. Over time, the Park could serve as hub
for adjacent retail and restaurant businesses.
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Recommendati
endations for any improvements to Bened
Benedict Fountain Park must maintain its openness and flexibility. Enhancements should not
over-program
gram or block the skyline view of the Park but instead encourage dwell-time and mingling of neighbors. Below are our specific
recommendations, followed by images of successful spaces:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Turn benches toward park and add additional seating to oﬀer opportunities for rest
Install bike racks
Plant more shade trees
Create more permanent walking path
Cut-oﬀ the right hand turn lane from 20th Avenue to Tremont to help pedestrians cross safely to the Park
Plant neighborhood/community gardens
Install downward lighting along paths to increase nighttime visibility
Install dog waste bag dispensers

a. Benedict Fountain park, Denver, CO

b. Benedict Fountain park, Denver, CO

c. Battery Park, New York City, NY

d. Solano,
Dallas, TX
d
Solano Dallas

ee. Benedict Fountain park,
park Denver,
Denver CO
C

ff. Brooklyn,
kl NY

g. Battery Park, New York City, NY

h. Doggie Waste Basket
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Finance and policy for Benedict Fountain Park focuses on highlighting the Park for area residents and solidifying its identity as a neighborhood
park. Below are recommendations, followed by images of successful groups who have financed or helped to develop funds for parks like Benedict Fountain Park.
• Form a “Friends of Benedict Fountain Park” whose mission is to facilitate the development of the master plan
• Organize and host Park activities and events specifically for the benefit of area residents
• Coordinate volunteer eﬀorts for Park improvements and maintenance with the Denver Parks and Recreation Department

Benedict Fountain Park is truly is a neighborhood resident park which should not be overprogrammed. Recommendations include a walking tour
map of Downtown Denver’s open spaces in which Benedict Fountain Park is highlighted. Below are images of events in Benedict Fountain Park
and examples of neighborhood groups, conservancies and walking tour maps.
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Pioneer Courthouse
rthouse Square (Pioneer
(
Square or the Square) is an all-brick, multitiered plaza in
Portland’s retail district and at the hub of
i the
th heart
h t off Downtown
D
the City’s transit system. The Square is aﬀectionately referred to as “Portland’s
Living Room” in reference to its role as a place for the public to gather. It is one
city block in size, stretches for about an acre and is surrounded on three sides
by oﬃce buildings. Features of the Square include a large, sunken seating area
dubbed “The Bowl,” a Mile Post showing the distances to nine sister cities and
other destinations and a life-sized umbrella-wielding statue by J. Seward Johnson called “Allow Me.” The Square also features original wrought iron from the
famous Portland Hotel and a weather machine which encompasses three weather
symbols, accompanied by musical fanfare, mist and flashing lights to announce
the weather forecast at noon each day. Greek terra cotta columns line Yamhill and
Morrison Streets, providing shelter for riders waiting for the Metropolitan Area
Express (MAX) light rail system, which is located on two sides of the square, while
public buses run on three sides of the Square.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Square is one of Portland’s leading outdoor venues, hosting over 300
events each year tthat range from large-scale concerts to cultural festivals
Modern design incorporates public arts, flowers, trees, walls and ample
stairs that do double-duty as seating areas
Serves as a transit hub for buses and light rail, contributing to increased use
Eﬀective management organization is in place to maintain and operate the
space, keeping the Square safe and clean
Revitalized Downtown Portland as both a place to work and live
The Square is a true symbol of Portland with its inscribed bricks, symbolizing
public and citizen support for and use of the Square

Downtown
own Denver is llacking
k a plaz
plaza
l
in the City center that is a large, casual, open-air
space for workers and residents to visit. Certain of the smaller private plazas and
squares in Downtown Denver attract workers during lunch, but seldom do they provide any lunchtime or evening entertainment. A plaza in Denver similar to Pioneer
Square would work well for the following reasons:
•

•
•

•

It would draw workers and residents out during the day for lunch, and
on beautiful Denver evenings for concerts, plays and other special
events.
Denver boasts 300 days of sunshine per year, so there is plenty of opportunity to enjoy outdoor spaces.
An outdoor plaza similar in size and scope to Pioneer Square located in
the heart of Downtown would provide an inviting community gathering
spot for those who live and work in Denver.
Denver is known for its strong performance and cultural arts, and a
larger open space that can regularly provide outdoor entertainment
would provide a great outlet for connoiseurs of the arts.
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The creation of this much-loved public space
in Downtown Portland cannot be separated
from the fundamental role played by Tri-Met,
the City’s transit agency. Planned concurrently
with the new MAX light rail system, Pioneer
Square was an idea that dated back to the
1950s, when the site was a parking lot. TriMet leveraged its funding for transit stops
and an information center, which helped to
make the Square financially possible. With
extraordinary public support, the Square was
built to be a center for the life of the City.
However, the Square’s construction required
$3 million for land acquisition and $4.3 million
for the structures and amenities. It took the
formation of “Friends of Pioneer Square,”
a citizen’s group led by City commissioners
Charles Jordan and Mike Lindberg, who raised
$750,000 by the sale of 50,000 inscribed
bricks, to rescue the project. When the Square
was opened in 1984, a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization, Pioneer Courthouse Square, Inc.,
was created to manage this City park. A City
Management Agreement was established to
outline a partnership between the City and the
non-profit management organization. To the
right are some of the successful tools for the
redevelopment of public squares and plazas,
based on what has been learned from Pioneer
Square.

Pioneer Courthouse Square is bound on two
sides by public transportation and on the
two opposite sides by one-way streets. This
makes the Square particularly amenable to
pedestrians, with little conflict between the
pedestrian and vehicle. Compositionally, the
Square is divided diagonally between active
spaces and design elements and the large open
plaza space. This design works to support the
long-term viability of the square, concentrating
people into the denser areas on a daily basis
and simultaneously allowing the large space to
act as a relief valve for larger events. Within
all of the Square’s distinct areas are plenty of
seating, opportunities for food and retail, and
branded reminders of the Square’s identity.
The park is ringed by various architectural,
artistic and historic elements that provide a
sense of enclosure and vertical presence to
the space as well as a nod to the historic hotel
that previously occupied the site. To the right
are some transferable tools for the successful
design of a plaza like Pioneer Square.

TOOLBOX
501(c)(3)
Adequate and Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Conservancy Groups/Neighborhood Associations
Convention & Visitors Centers
Fund-raising Supports Public Good
Government Funded Non-Profit Management
Operations Plan
Political Support & Will
Private Donations
Public Private Partnership
Public Transportation
Sponsorships
Stakeholder Support
Timing

TOOLBOX
Accessibility
Active Use of Surrounding Areas
Branding & Unique Identity
Connectivity
Design for Physicality & Programming
Historic Preservation & Restoration
Mixed-Use and High Density Development
Multiple Uses
Planned Activities
Plentiful Seating
Public Art
Public Transportation
Surrounding Food/Retail
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Completed in 1984, Pioneer Courthouse Square cost $7.3 million to construct. Financing
was provided by the Portland Development Commission, tax increment bond funds, federal
grants, the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Services, the City of Portland, and an
adjacent department store. Additional funds were raised by a small group of citizens who
formed the Friends of Pioneer Square. They accepted the task of seeking donations from
the general public through the sale of inscribed bricks and from businesses by auctioning oﬀ parts of the Square to be inscribed with the sponsor’s name, including such design
elements as the amphitheater, trees, drinking fountains and trash receptacles. This eﬀort
generated $1.7 million, with the largest single donation being $100,000, making the Square
a reality and bringing all of Portland together, giving citizens a sense of personal attachment
to the Square. The annual operating budget of the Square is now approximately $900,000
per year. The tools to the right represent some of the most important aspects of funding
and policy of squares like Pioneer Square. More information about the Financing and Policy
of Open Spaces can be found in the appendix.

Much of Pioneer Square’s success comes from its robust variety and number of planned
activities - more than 300 events are held in the Square each year. As many as 12,000 people
have gathered for activities in the Square for such things as concerts, anti-war rallies, allcity sleepovers, art installations, political speeches, the annual holiday tree lighting, and
the celebration of the Oregon State Beavers win of the NCAA College World Series. Pioneer
Square is unique in that it generates income through sponsorships and special events.
Business names are also recognized through sponsored events. The Square operates a
system of equipment rentals for specific vendors at a discount, and it encourages groups
to use the space for their own activities, such as the annual Festa Italiana held by the local
Italian-American community.
The Friends of Pioneer Square group is responsible for marketing and has a good working
relationship with the media. Since the Square is a high-traﬃc area, it is an ideal location for
events, most of which are either fun or controversial and make good stories for the press,
generating publicity for the Square. Its dynamic website – www.PioneerCourthouseSquare.
org – does an excellent job of promoting the Square’s activities. Social media, such as
Twitter, allow locals to stay current on activities with up-to-the-minute updates. Activities
are further promoted by KGW News Channel 8, which operates its HD Studio on the Square
adjacent to the Visitor Information Center. KGW broadcasts its morning and noon newscasts
as well as the “Live @ 7” broadcast from the Studio and showcases events at the Square. To
the right are some useful tools for marketing and activities.

TOOLBOX

Active Use of Surrounding Areas
Adequate & Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Clear Vision & Goals
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations
Fundraising
Government Funding
Political Support & Will
Private Donantions
Public Private Partnership
Non-Profit Management
Operations Plan Sponsorships
Stakeholder Support
Supports Public Good
Tourism Fees

TOOLBOX

Adequate & Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Conservancy Groups/Neighborhood Associations
Convention & Visitors Centers
Design for Physicality & Programming
Fund-raising
Group Fees
Marketing Plan
Mixed-Use & High Density Development
Multiple Uses
Non-Profit Management
Operations Plan
Planned Activities
Plentiful & Persistent Advertising
Public Art
Rental Equipment
Sponsorships
Website & Social Media
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The Square has carried out two capital campaigns since its 1984 completion. In 1999,
$1 million was raised to repair and renovate the exterior space. Half of the budget came
from Tri-Met and the City Park Bureau, while the other half came from individual and
corporate sources. In 2001, $2.7 million was raised to renovate the Square’s interior
lobby space to show a free 12-minute film, “Perfectly Portland,” which is shown every half
hour. Major partners in the renovation included the Portland Oregon Visitor Association
(POVA), Tri-Met, ticket agency “Ticket Central,” and Powell’s Travel Store. Continued
activation of the Square is in large part thanks to the eﬀorts of Friends of Pioneer Square,
who market and advertise the space and its events. A City Management Agreement
outlines a partnership for ongoing maintenance and operation of the Square between
the City and the non-profit management organization, Pioneer Courthouse Square, Inc.
The list to the right shows some of the most useful tools for the continued operations of
squares and plazas.

The Planning Commission, the Portland Redevelopment Commission and multiple private
interests all spent significant time and money designing versions of the Square, but it
ultimately was bid out as a design competition in 1978. The winning design, modeled
after Piazza Del Campo in Sienna, Italy and an amphitheater in Epidaurus, Greece, was
endorsed by the Planning Commission, the Landmarks Commission and the Design
Review Commission. However, it was quickly criticized by the downtown business group,
Association for Portland Progress, which threatened to withhold the necessary $1.7 million
in private funding and lobbied to reject the $1.2 million in federal funding. However, when
the design for the Square won a national award from Progressive Architecture magazine,
private donors got involved. The brick campaign raised $1.7 million in private contributions
and the Association for Portland Progress was persuaded to unanimously approve the
new design. The evolution of this public/ private venture defied convention, proving that
individual private citizens can have a significant impact on a public space. Partnerships
between citizens, the non-profit agency and the City continue to contribute to the success
of the Square. To the right are tools for Public Private Partnerships as applicable to the
revitalization of squares and plazas. More information about Public Private Partnerships
(P3s) can be found in the appendix.

TOOLBOX
501(c)(3)
Adequate and Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations
Fundraising
Government Funding
Historic Preservation & Renovation
Non-Profit Management Group
Operations Plan
Private Donations
Public Private Partnership
Public Transportation
Sponsorships
Tourism Fees

TOOLBOX
501(c)(3)
Adequate and Consistent Funding
Clear Vision/Goals
Citizen Interest & Support
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations
Fund-raising
Government Funding
Interested Developers
Non-Profit Management
Operations Plan
Private Donations
Public Private Partnership
Sponsorships
Stakeholder Support
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Built
ilt in 1984, Republic Plaza is the tallest building in the Rocky Mountain
Mou
untain Region,
R
at 714 feet. Designed
by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, the 56 story Sardinian granite clad building
b
is located between the
16th Street Pedestrian Mall and 17th Street financial corridor. Because of the building’s strategic location, its attractive plaza (the “Plaza”) serves as a gathering place for Downtown workers and visitors.
In addition to over 1.2 million square feet of oﬃce space, Republic Plaza comprises three retail levels
containing shops, a food court and service businesses. The building has a three-story marble lobby
that features a quarterly “Art in Public Places” program of Colorado and regional artists. Surrounding
the building is more than 20,000 square feet of granite-paved and landscaped plaza area that provides
year-round seating for tenants and visitors. There is also direct access to major brand retailers and
business services, including Starbucks Coﬀee, copy and shipping center, shoe shine and repair, banking
and ATMs, cleaners, a dental oﬃce and more.
Currently, the use of Republic Plaza during work hours is very successful. The space attracts a number
of visitors, as demonstrated by the busy plaza area and full tables. However, use of the space is limited
by restricted hours of operation and also by use restrictions. Opening up the space on weekends and
after hours would help to activate this area of Downtown Denver and, depending on programmed
activities, could even bring additional revenue to the ownership team.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brookfield Properti
Propeerties
Citizens of Denver
Denveer
City and State government
Downtown Denver Partnership
Existing and adjacent retailers
Municipal authorities
New management company
Potential private traders
RTD
Tenants
Utility companies

Republic Plaza is privately owned
o
by
Brookfi
Brook
kfield Republic Plaza LLC
L and managed by Brookfield Properties Management LLC, a subsidiary of Brookfield
Properties Corporation (together,
“Brookfield”). Brookfield Properties
Corporation is one of North America’s
C
llargest commercial real estate companies with U.S. operations headquarn
ttered in New York City. Any change to
tthe Plaza would require the authorization and cooperation of Brookfield.
FFood court and shops are generally
open only Monday through Friday
o
during work hours. The Plaza is closed
d
on major holidays. This detracts from
o
aafter-hour, weekend, and holiday use of
tthe Plaza.
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Republic Plaza
aza abuts the tallest building in the Rocky Mountain
region, making it a natural attraction to both visitors and residents.
Our concept is to highlight the plaza so that it can be used by these
various visitors, bringing revenue and liveliness to the area.
While the Plaza may serve as a gathering place for Downtown employees and visitors during the lunch hour, the space is otherwise
under-utilized. The metal chairs and tables are padlocked after work
hours and on weekends, essentially closing the Plaza at those times.
There is tremendous opportunity for the Plaza to become a focal
point for community activities.
The plaza should be activated because the significance of the adjacent building would naturally attract visitors and because the cost of
improvement could be significantly less than activating other open
spaces. The Plaza is an open, flat concrete surface which presents
a nearly clean slate for improvements, meaning that the cost of
converting the plaza into an attractive, accessible and usable open
space would be relatively unencumbered by diﬃcult infrastructure
elements.
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The vision for Republic Plaza is as a chic urban location and
a place to be seen in the heart of Downtown Denver.

Activating Republic Plaza would benefit the surrounding retailers and generate increased revenue for the property and the City of Denver. It would
foster community and become a source of pride for workers and residents.
Additionally, activating Republic Plaza would demonstrate a commitment to
and investment in Downtown and the people who live and work there.
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Republic Plaza is already successfully used during business hours Monday through Friday. At lunchtime, people fill the space with vibrant social interaction. This phenomenon could further influence the vitality of Downtown Denver if the space were open
during a wider range of days and hours. This being understood, the below recommendations could enhance the design of Republic Plaza, were it to be used as an open
space. The pictures to the right demonstrate plazas that are filled with consistent and
significant activity.
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Installation of a piece of public art / sculpture – a point of interest
Review and remodel the Plaza as necessary to incorporate additional
covered seating that is comfortable for people to use
Create new physical features that promote social interaction such as small
speaker podiums and space for temporary staging or exhibits
Install misting systems and landscaping such as green vegetation, flowers
and trees in the middle of the Plaza to provide a welcome respite from
the scorching sun
Renovate the edge treatment around the Plaza to draw people into the
open space
Planned activities for the Plaza could include free shows for the public
sponsored by local businesses, rallies, demonstrations, vigils and seasonal
activities, such as a tall Christmas tree occupying the center of the Plaza
with accompanying tree-lighting ceremony.
Provide wireless internet in the Plaza
Moveable seating or walls and stairs designed for sitting
Suﬃcient lighting to make the space feel safe at night and encourage visitors.
Lower level retail moved upstairs onto the Plaza including local food,
vending kiosks and floral carts; add a rooftop bar on the mezzanine building overlooking 16th Street Mall
Add a children’s play area to welcome families into the space

Piazza Campo dei Fiori, Roma, Italy

Fontana Di Trevi, Roma, Italy

Fontana Di Trevi,
Trevi Roma
Roma, Italy
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Squaress designed
d i d to
t be
b programmed and used by
b the public are successful.
succe
The infrastructure
rastructure for such uses are built-in,
built in given
give their proximity to retail
re
and residential complexes and their centrality to urban centers. Furthermore, the spaces tend to have management entities in charge of them to
assure their ongoing eﬀective use. The following marketing initiatives and
activities would help to fully activate Republic Plaza:
• Develop a distinctive graphic identity and brand for Republic Plaza
• Create an online presence and website to communicate activities
at the Plaza
• Facilitate strategic relationships with other entities with interests in
neighboring spaces. The already vibrant 16th Street Mall would
help to activate Republic Plaza.
• Promote social interaction by attracting vendor carts or cafes to the
site
• Program seasonal events and activities that will attract people

Trafalgar Square, London, England

The pictures to the right show examples of successful plazas and squares.

Operations and maintenance of the Plaza will require the time of seve
several
staﬀ members, either employed by Brookfield or a newly created Plaza
management company.

Piazza della Signoria, Florence, Italy

Catalan City Squarem Sabadell, Spain
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Lot 162
2 is a 75,000 square foot assemblage of vacant land in the heart
heart of Downtown
Dow
Denver, bordered
California
rdered by 15th Street, 16th Street, Welton Street and Califor
rnia Street. It’s located in
the high traﬃc area between the busy pedestrian 16th St Pedestrian Mall and the Convention Center. This block is adjacent to the 1,100 room Hyatt Convention Center Hotel and
RTD Light Rail.
The history of Lot 162 is rich in blight and neglect. For years, this site has been the center of
attention, but nothing ever seemed to happen. National developers looked at this site, but
backed out at the last minute. This site needed someone with a vision and that person was
Evan Makovsky, with Shames Makovsky Realty Company. Makovsky spent years trying to
fully assemble this block and finally purchased the last piece in early 2008. Since assembling the block, the old Republic Hotel and Bank of Denver buildings were demolished (seen
in the picture below) to create space for future development.
In addition to creating a large contiguous space for future redevelopment, Makovsky
completely restored the long neglected Fontius building on the corner of Welton and 16th
Street, transforming it into the beautifully restored Sage building. While no firm plans for
the site have been set, there has been much discussion of a large mixed-use project for the
vacant land on Lot 162. Until development of some kind can occur, a portion of the parking
lot on the corner of 15th and California is being used for a unique and aesthetically pleasing
community garden. Prior to the garden, that corner was the site of a large tent used to host
events during the Democratic National Convention.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Citi
itizens of Denver
Denver
City
ity of Denver
Convention Center
Downtown Denver Partnership
Hyatt Regency
Nearby Residential Owners
Neighborhood Groups
Overseeing Management Entity
RTD
Shames Makovsky Realty Company
Surrounding Retailers and Businesses

Creating
ng a higher and better
e use for this site
Denver
will ensure
enssure the success of Downtown
D
for years
rs to come. The site is in a unique position, connecting the
h 16th
h Street Mall to the
Convention Center, and it oﬀers the potential
to spur development along the 15th Street.
The development of this parcel will require a
close partnership between public and private
entities.
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Lot 162 is located
ocated in the heart of Downtown Denver and has the potenpo
otential to be more than a single building or group of buildings. There is opportunity to create a nationally recognized and unique square, drawing
people from both near and far. The close proximity to the convention
center, public transportation and the 16th Street Mall make it a perfect
candidate for creating a square that would serve the people of Denver
for decades.
Although a portion of this site is currently generating revenue from
hourly and daily parkers, it has not met its highest and best use. An
activated Lot 162 is a site with the power to bring friends and families
together, substantially change the area around it and be an energetic
hub of activity for an entire central business district.
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The vision for lot 162 is to create a
vibrant and energetic square in the
heart of Downtown Denver that
would serve as a place for locals and
visitors to gather. This block could
serve as a primary hub for activities
in the Central Business District that
would attract residents, employees
and visitors.

Activating Lot 162 would have an immediate and positive impact on the surrounding area and the
15th Street corridor. Additional retail and restaurants would be supported by the increased number of
visitors; these new establishments would create new jobs. New jobs would also be found in the newly
formed governing body created to oversee all marketing, activities, security and maintenance of the
square.
In addition to activating Lot 162, there are considerable opportunities to activate other similar areas in
the heart of Downtown Denver. Sometimes it seems that around every corner there is a surface parking lot. Many of these parking lots are not well maintained and create an eyesore for the pedestrian.
It is our recommendation to improve the aesthetic appeal of these areas.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean and repair surrounding sidewalks
Repair broken cables
Resurface and re-stripe lots more often
Improve the appearance of parking attendant shelters
Install attractive borders such as fencing or landscaping
Plant trees
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The design of Lot 162 should specifically concentrate on pedestrian comfort, especially
due to the Lot’s proximity to the 16th Street Mall. The recommendations below strive to
increase pedestrian usability and interest. The pictures tied to each recommendation represent successful implementation of the recommendation.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Accessible to pedestrians and people arriving on public transportation
Ample light at night
Abundant seating and shade
Outdoor artwork
Multi and simultaneous use options

a.

18th and Stout, Denver, CO

c.

Brampton, Ontario, CA

b.

d.

Brampton, Ontario, CA

Commons Park, Denver, CO

e.

Pioneer Square, Portland, OR
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Pioneer Courthouse Square,
Square Portland,
Portland OR

The following recommendations for Finance & Policy, Marketing & Activities and Operations & Maintenance will require a careful and well-defined Public Private Partnership. All
recommendations presume a dedicated management company and well-defined operations plan. The images to the right are taken from Pioneer Square and are meant to represent a successful use of all recommendations.

• Form a Public Private Partnership to facilitate the acquisition of necessary
funding
• Form an improvement district to fund marketing, activities, operations,
and maintenance

• Year round activities to engage a broad range of visitors
• Market as a place for all in Denver to meet and assemble
• Brand the space and make it unique to the region

• Assemble one governing body for this site to oversee all operation and
a
maintenance,
maintenance including marketi
marketing
ng and activities
activities
• Maintain a safe and clean environment with a clear and well-defined
operations plan
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Newburyy Street is located in Downtown Boston, one of the oldest cities in the United States. While
the area is vibrant today
today, Newbury Street was historically one of the least desirable streets of the Back
Bay. Repurposing and rezoning to include retail/commercial elements has brought Newbury back to
life. The coveted houses and surrounding restaurants, bars, billiard halls, tattoo parlors, etc., attract
tourists and locals, stimulating the street with constant pedestrian movement. The street parallels
and intersects with other major commercial and residential streets, enhancing its accessability in the
area. Nearby streets support one another, allowing the entire system to function as one profitable,
revitalized Downtown area.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respects and uses the existing historic City fabric, maintaining historic integrity and citizen pride
nations and transit, allowing for easy pedestrian traﬃc, access and connectivity
Connects desti
destinati
One mile in length, Newbury Street is easily walkable
Variety of retail along the street: high-end specialty to value oriented attracts a diverse crowd
Major public/civic facilities in the area attract people for multiple reasons
Attraction to residents allows tourists to experience the local life
Value is enhanced by creating buzz about competition, increased value and historic preservation
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Thanks
ks to
o the foresight of local
lo individuals
in
responding to urban renewal eﬀorts of the 70s and 80s, not all of
Downtown
ntown Denver’s historic arch
architecture was lost. Just as the success of Newbury Street is due to the adaptive
re-use of historic architecture and development patterns, there are opportunities in Denver to market the existing
historic fabric and and to capitalize on development patterns. Redevelopment eﬀorts could enhance the activity on
Downtown streets, as exemplified by successful streets like Larimer Square, whose redevelopment has resulted in a
successful open space and vital streetscape.
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Architecturally, the street remains
much the same today as it existed a
century ago. However, at times when
the political environment, funding
availability, and public need have come
together, certain properties have been
redeveloped publicly and with the
help of neighborhood associations to
enhance the corridor. The neighborhood
prides itself on the historic character
of the street as well as the more recent
interventions which combine to give the
street a unique look. To the right are
tools gleaned from the experiences on
Newbury Street.

TOOLBOX

Adequate & Consistent Funding
Branding & Unique Identity
Citizen Interest & Support
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations
Historic Preservation & Restoration
Identified Need
Political Support & Will
Stakeholder Support
Supports Public Good
Timing

The design of Newbury Street is firmly
grounded in the historical development and
architectural patterns of the area. Following
the decline of the residential success of the
street in the early 1900s, adaptation and reuse
of the properties to retail and restaurant uses
came at a deliberate pace– ultimately leading
to a street with a diversity of uses and retailers that cater to a wide population. Through
the protection of row houses and churches on
the street by historical societies, integrity of
the street’s identity was preserved. Newbury
Street adopted a design aesthetic that is widely
accessible to a broad community and has increased the value and usefulness of the street,
oﬀering large windows, extended sidwalks,
abundant seating, new wayfinding and signage,
abundant walkway lighting, and access to public
transportation. To the right are tools gleaned
from Newbury Street applicable to Downtown
Denver.

The financing of the redevelopment of Newbury Street and its continued operations is a
perfect example of a well maintained public
private partnership. The funding is divided
into private donations, government funding,
and neighborhood group funds, property
rent monies and more. To the right are the
tools that we feel to be the most significant
concerning the finance and policy of street
redevelopment. More information about
Finance and Policy of Open Spaces can be
found in the appendix.

TOOLBOX

Accessibility
Active Use of Surrounding Areas
Adequate Sidewalks
Branding & Unique Identity
Clear Vision/Goals
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations
Connectivity
Extended Windows
Historic Preservation & Restoration
Mixed-Use and High Density Development
Plentiful Seating
Proximity to Other Attractions
Public Transportation
Signage, Mapping & Wayfinding
Supports Public Good
Thoughtful Parking

TOOLBOX

Public Private Partnership
Adequate and Consistent Funding
Real Estate Fees
Government Funding
Private Donations
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations
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Most important in marketing a street is branding it
with an image or identity that describes the street and
is uniquely recognizable. Marketing activities should
reinforce the brand, and extol the unique virtues of the
street. The brand identity of Newbury Street is that of
a destination. While many streets serve as a means of
transport from one place to another, the street itself is the
destination, and is a ‘must-do’ for visitors to the area. The
brand identity of the street is one that businesses want to
be associated with, and helps draw large names such as
‘Marc Jacobs’, ‘Ralph Lauren’, and ‘Armani’. For a street
that is to be a destination in and of itself, a full marketing
plan would be warranted for just the individual street.
The tools to the right are essential to successful marketing
and activities of a street.

The continued operations of a redeveloped street are
perhaps just as important as the initial development. If
a street is allowed to fall into disrepair, people will stop
visiting the area and the development will have been a
waste of time and community eﬀort. In the case of streets,
continued operations are often managed under a public
private partnership agreement. For Newbury Street,
private entities manage sidewalks, trees, grounds, planters,
trash, vermin, hours of operation and furniture use, etc.
Public agencies are responsible for zoning and certain
amounts of funding and advertising. The list to the right
displays some of the most significant tools found to work
for the continued operations of a street.

Because of the mix of public and private interests
that streets hold, Public Private Partnerships
(P3s) often make for the best financial and
operations plan. They allow for both public and
private funding and ownership of daily street
maintenance. P3s encourage and allow for
citizen involvement, and support the good of the
community, encouraging political support and
additional funding sources. With a clear vision
and persistent fund-raising, P3s can be essential to
project success. The list to the right is a list of tools
to help create and manage a successful P3. More
information about Public Private Partnerships can
be found in the appendix.

TOOLBOX

Connectivity Marketing Plan
Branding & Unique Identity
Planned Activities
Persistent Advertising
Plentiful & Impromptu Activities
Signage, Mapping & Wayfinding
Website & Social Media

TOOLBOX
Adequate and Consistent Funding
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations
Non-Profit Management
Operations Plan
Public Private Partnership
Zoning Regulations

TOOLBOX

Adequate & Consistent Funding
Citizen Interest & Support
Clear Vision
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations
Identified Need
Interested Developers
Operations Plan
Political Will & Support
Public Private Partnership
Stakeholder Support
Supports Public Good
Zoning Regulations
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Blake Street
treet between 20th and Broadway was historically an industrial
industrrial area associated
ass
with the
train tracks.
acks. The opening of Coors Field in 1995 catalyzed the development
development of entertainment
venues, restaurants and residences and Blake Street became an important street in Lower
Downtown. Since 1995, over 2,000 residential units have been constructed in the Ballpark
Neighborhood – with many housing projects on Blake Street.
The Ballpark Historic District was formed in 2002 to preserve many of the historic warehouses
and buildings in the neighborhood. This may explain that preservation of warehouse sidewalks
and streetscaping that caters to vehicular use.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ballpark
allpark Neighborhood
Neighborhood Association
BID
City and County of Denver
Conservancy Groups
Coors Field
Property Owners
Retail & Business Representatives
Residents

The biggest eﬀect on Blake Street in recent memory was the removal of the Broadway
Street viaduct in 2000 which had made Blake Street inaccessible from Broadway. With the
reconfiguration of Broadway along with the Park Avenue viaduct and 20th Street, Blake Street
has become a major access point to Lower Downtown for people coming from both I-70 and
I-25.
The Ballpark
Baallpark Historic District
Distric is in place to
protect
industrial character of
protec
ct the historic industr
can help
the area. EExisti
i ting historic
hi
i elements
e
to develop street identity but can sometimes
llengthen the development process or limit
development opportunities.
d
TThe limited use of Coors Field outside of
baseball season aﬀects the consistent and
b
aactive qualities of the street. Searching for
ways to bring activity to the Ballpark during the
w
oﬀseason would help activate the street.
o
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While there
t e has been significant redevel
redevelopment
pment along
alo g Blake Street north of
Coors Field,
Field, the properties to the south remain largely undeveloped.
undeveloped Blake
Street’s history as a center for industrial uses impacts the amenities and
pedestrian-friendliness of the street, even in its current, mixed-use state.
These “holes” in the urban fabric of the street make it a less-desirable place
to be from a pedestrian standpoint, and with the exception of game days,
the street is simply a thoroughfare rather than a place for pedestrians to
stop, gather or linger.
Because of the nature of the historic industrial uses along the street, some
of the streetscape north of Coors Field lacks adequate sidewalks. In some
places, sidewalks are partially consumed by raised platforms originally
intended for delivery of materials by large trucks. More significantly,
on the northwest side of Blake, many of the sidewalks are particularly
narrow in areas with diagonal parking. Many of the industrial buildings
along the street now house retail, oﬃce, residential and restaurants, but
the sidewalks, street trees and other pedestrian amenities have not been
upgraded.
Blake Street would be a great opportunity for streetscape activation. It’s
central Downtown location and its proximity to the Ballpark make it a
perfect access route through the City and also provide a great opportunity
to create a unique identity and brand. Blake Street could easily be a
Ballpark street, similar to the streets surrounding Wrigley Field in Chicago,
with Ballpark features on buildings and store fronts. This type of street
would encourage pedestrian visitors and ultimately increase the positive
economic impact of the street’s retail and commercial stores.
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The vision for Blake Street is that of a pedestrian and vehicle thoroughfare,
thoroughfa
connecting emerging residential uses at the north end of Downtown to
oﬃce and commercial uses in LoDo. The street would have a unique and
defined identity to encourage visitors beyond baseball season. Activities,
marketing and land uses along the corridor would capitalize on the baseball
stadium, while creating an identity for the street that expands beyond that
season. The streetscape in this area should provide for safe and eﬃcient
movement of both residents in the Ballpark District and visitors to baseball
games. Because Blake Street is a major access route into Downtown,
convenient vehicle access is important as well as safe movement for
pedestrians and bicyclists; some alterations to traﬃc flow and street layout
may be necessary.

Blake Street is important to Downtown Denver from many
perspectives. During the summer months, many visitors to
the City experience the street through activities and destinations associated with Coors Field. A great number of residents
of the north and west suburbs use it as a primary access corridor to Downtown both for work and entertainment. Also,
an emerging residential district uses Blake Street as a primary
pedestrian corridor to Downtown.
Streetscape improvements on Blake Street would provide
safer access between Downtown Denver and the emerging
Ballpark and River North neighborhoods. Increased foot traffic and driver awareness through the corridor can encourage
additional retailers along the street, while providing a stronger
economic environment to retailers and restaurateurs on adjacent streets. The branding of the street can be a boon for the
City of Denver, land owners, and developers in the Ballpark
District as a recognizable visitor destination, attracting additional revenue and economic improvement to the area.
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The design and accessibility directly impact the success and vibrancy of the street. The recommendations made will create continuity, unique
identify, safety enhancements, walkability, local citizen benefit, traﬃc maintenance and other characteristics of vibrant streets. Below are specific recommendations for Blake Street with images of examples of successfully used streetscapes.
a. Attract a neighborhood grocery market
b. Add sidewalks in the areas where they are not present
c. Change Blake Street from a one-way to a two-way street
d. Introduce bulb-outs at intersections and mid-block areas
e. Diversify restaurants/shops to lure a broad range of patrons
f.
Extend curb lines south of 22nd Street north along the corridor to Broadway
g. Introduce consistent lighting to the corridor
h. Narrow the street
i.
Northwest of intersection with 19th Street, expand the northwest-side sidewalk by replacing diagonal parking with parallel parking
j.
Provide shade
k. Build a bicycle lane
l.
Use raised platforms to accommodate small amounts of outdoor seating

a. Blake Street, Denver, CO

b. Manhattan, NY

c. 16th Street Mall, Denver, CO

e. Times Square, New York, NY

f. Newbury Street, Boston, MA

i. Blake Street, Denver, CO

j. Blake Street, Denver, CO

d. North end, Boston, MA

g. 16th Street Mall, Denver, CO

k. Stout Street, Denver, CO

h. Newbury St, Boston, MA

l. Bike Lane
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Mixed-use zoning and improvement districts are the most important aspects of redeveloping a street. Mixed-use zoning will allow for varied
commercial, retail and residential uses, which brings vibrancy to the street. Improvement Districts provide a secure source of funding from
property assessments, can apply for federal funding and they allow for public and private involvement. The recommendations below are specific ways that Blake Street can be redeveloped using these tools, followed by images of successfully implemented tools or successfully formed
groups to implement the tools.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Encourage or require ground floor retail and restaurant uses in the corridor, while bolstering the residential density along the street
Pursue economic development funding to encourage the redevelopment of the existing vacant lots across the street from Coors Field
Form an improvement district that is endowed with the means and personnel to maintain the streetscape and all the elements in it
Mixed-use zoning to promote mixed-use development

a. 16th Street Mall, Denver, CO

c. Various BIDs in Denver

b. Blake Street Lots, Denver, CO

d. Zoning Code, Denver, CO
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Marketi
k ting and
d acti
tiviti
ities off Blake
Bl k SStreet should capitalize on Denver sports, specifically the proximity to the baseball field. However, since sporting events are limited to certain times of the calendar year, it is necessary to find ways to activate the street that do not depend on this seasonal
activity. It is essential to develop a marketing plan that targets certain age groups and caters to the active community. Below are some specific
ideas for the marketing and activities of Blake Street, followed by images of the tools as successfully implemented on national streetscapes
a. Create a marketable brand for the District or street that capitalizes on baseball while creating a year-round identity
b. Pursue a public art program
c. Incorporate look/theme exclusive to Blake Street

a. Chicago, IL

b. Denver, CO

c. 16th Street, Denver, CO
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The ideal
d l vehicle
hi l for
f the
h operati
tions and maintenan
maintenance of a street is a public private partnership. In these agreements, a private entity maintains
the streetscape
with
t
ith ffunds
d raised
i d by
b parking
ki or rent revenues. This entity usually manages seasonal decorations, planters, sweeping, advertising, trees, kiosks, etc., while public funds pay for physical maintenance such as sidewalks or roadway infrastructure. Typically, government funds
are in place for initial development and it is in this phase that recommendations are made for planning a private entity to run operations upon
completion. Below are images taken from 16th Street Mall that demonstrate the successful maintenance and operation of a street.
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Wynko
Wynkoop
oop Street is named after one of Denver’s founders: Edward Wanshear
W
Wynkoop
Wynko
oop was the first sheriﬀ of Arapahoe County and a Civil War soldier.
so
oldier. Many
Man
of the buildings along Wynkoop Street date back to the very early days
of
d
Denver.
Wynkoop Street is home to Warehouse Row, which had its boom in the 1880’s,
thanks to the proximity of the street to the railroad. The street continued
to operate as a warehousing district through much of the 20th century, until
redevelopment and rehabilitation eﬀorts were spurred by the invigoration of
LoDo in the late 1980’s. At that time, the street and many of its buildings were
protected by historic designation, and the area was rezoned for mixed use with
the help of a 501(c)(3) non-profit. Today, Wynkoop Street is home to several
high-end restaurants and destination retail located on the ground floors, with
both residential and oﬃce uses above.
In the 1990’s, the construction of both Coors Field and the Pepsi Center brought
active destination facilities that eﬀectively bookend Wynkoop Street. This
encouraged the redevelopment of both existing buildings and vacant or underutilized lots along the street. The redevelopment of Union Station will further
increase the activity along Wynkoop Street.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BID
BI
ID
Citi
Ci
itizens of Denver
Denveer
Station Groups
Denver Union Sta
Downtown Denver Partnership
LoDo District
Lower Downtown Neighborhood Association
Property Owners
Retail & Business Representatives
Union Station Neighborhood Company
Union Station Advocates

by
The success
succcess of Wynkoop Street
Sttreet will be directly impacted
impa
success
the suc
cess of the Union Stati
Sttation redevelopment and Union
tuents in the
Station plaza.
l
Allll constitue
h area should
h ld work
to ensure that opportunities are being pursued with the
entire district in mind.
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With the
th
he redevelopment
edevelopment of Union Station, there is an opportunity tto enhance
Wynkoop
Union Station and
Wynko
oop Street. Wynkoop abuts the northwestern frontage of Uni
oop
the associated Light Rail station, making it an essential commuter path. In order to
draw people or hold visitors, the street needs to be enticing and engaging.
The organization and development of Wynkoop Street will directly aﬀect visitors
numbers to that area of Downtown. Further, as Denver gains a national, and even
international focus, it is increasingly important to make the streets competitive in
the realms of sustainability, walkability and urbanism.
Increased visitors to Downtown will enhance tourism and local spending, thus
bringing more money into the economy. Revitalization of Wynkoop Street will not
only attract visitors, but it will also provide a place for locals to gather.
With Denver’s Downtown Area Plan, Pedestrian Priority Zone and Better Denver
bond programs, the future development of Downtown has a definite vision
and clear goals. Current development of Union Station will set a clear trend for
development and will probably set forth clear recommendations for Wynkoop
Street. We have clearly defined our own recommendations for Wynkoop Street in
the following pages.
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The vision for Wynkoop Street is that of a destination pedestrian street that
draws upon the activity associated with the two major sports facilities tthat
bookend the street and the future development of the Signature Space,
Union Station. Such a vision must incorporate abundant pedestrian features
such as seating, patios and vending opportunities and may require roadway
and parking alterations. Future redevelopment or retrofitting of existing
buildings along the corridor should encourage multiple storefront entries along
the street (similar to Larimer Square) to invite activity and strengthen the
destination retail/restaurant character of the street. The elements included
in this section have been explored in an eﬀort to transform Wynkoop from a
vehicle oriented street to a destination pedestrian oriented street.

Wynkoop Street oﬀers a unique opportunity in Downtown
Denver to create a recognizable destination street. The fact
that the street has distinct termini allows for a unique corridor
focus. The development of the Union Station neighborhood
and the completion of its transit facilities will bring vitality and
energy to the corridor that retailers, restaurateurs, employers
and residents will want to be a part of, encouraging additional
economic and social advantages.
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porrtant
rtant design element to the success of Wynkoop
Wy
An important
Street is its attractiveness to pedestrians. To encourage pedestrian use is to encourage
d economic benefits. Below are our sugge
social and
suggested improvements for a successful pedestrian-oriented design of Wynkoop Street followed
by well-known Colorado examples. To increase commercial presence and to bring pedestrians to Wynkoop, the following are recommendations
for design elements:
a. High concentration of storefronts and entrances
b. Wider sidewalks
c. Wynkoop Street-specific site furnishings and plentiful seating
d. Special paving materials
e. Capitalize on and encourage continuity of the existing raised “dock” areas

a. Larimer Square, Denver, CO

cc. 16th Street Mall,
Mall Denver,
Denver CO

d. 16th Street Mall,
d
Mall Denver,
Denver CO

a. Larimer Square, Denver, CO

Denver, CO
cc. 16th Street Mall,
Mall Denver

d.
d Cherry
Cherrrry Creek Mall,
Mall Denver,
Denver CO

b. 16th Street Mall, Denver, CO

cc. Larimer
Lar mer Square,
Square Denver,
Denver CO

e. Wynkoop Street,
Denver, CO
Sttreet Denver
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opriate zoning
oning is an important element of a pedestrian destination street like Wynkoop Street. Zoning can be a cumbersome political
Appropriate
pursuit, but it is essential for targeted redevelopment. Below are recommendations, followed by images of successful examples.
a. Encourage or require ground floor retail and restaurant use throughout the corridor
b. Mixed-use zoning
c. Form a special or local improvement district that is endowed with the means and personnel to maintain the streetscape and all the elements in it

a. Denver Zoning Code, Denver, CO

a. Various Denver BIDs, Denver, CO
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Marketing and activities planned for the street are absolutely essential for successful streets. Although the prolific redevelopment of Union
Station will inevitably bring people to Wynkoop Street as commuters, making the street a destination of its own will take active marketing
steps. Below are our recommendations for the marketing and activities of Wynkoop Street, followed by images of these suggestions as actively implemented elsewhere in Colorado.
a. Brand the street and translate the brand into signage, website, etc.
b. Annual street festivals, regular markets, or other opportunities for temporary closure of the street to automobiles
c. Free and convenient local transportation

a. 16th Street Mall, Denver, CO

a. Pearl St, Boulder CO

b. Larimer Street,
b
Street Denver, CO

cc. 16th Street Mall,
Mall Denver,
Denver CO
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Operati
ons and Maintenance of a successful
streetscape are often well-managed by non-profit organizations under terms of a public private
ations
s
partnership. In such an arrangement, a private entity maintains streetscape with funds raised by parking or rent revenues and manages seasonal decorations, planters, sweeping, advertising, trees, kiosks, etc. Public funds pay for physical maintenance such as sidewalks or roadway
infrastructure, usually raised by bond issues. Typically, government funds are in place for initial development, and it is in this phase that we
recommend planning for a private entity to run operations upon completion. Below are recommendations for the operations and maintenance of Wynkoop Street, followed by images of successfully implemented partnerships elsewhere in Colorado.
a. Form an improvement district.
b. Use improvement district funds to maintain the streetscape and all elements in it.
c. Licensing of food carts, kiosks, and other unique businesses by City or improvement district

a. Various BIDs, Denver, CO

b. 16th Street Mall,
b
Mall Denver,
Denver CO

c. 16th Street Mall, Denver, CO
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Following are broad observations about activating open space. It takes the cooperation and dedication of many individuals and corporations to
encourage development and activation. Working together creates a sense of common purpose and community that is crucial to revitalization.
Activation does not happen overnight and is not meant to be a short-term project; the process of invigorating a space takes years of planning and
designing and decades of follow-through. However, it is the time and dedication which make the space beautiful, lively, active, and impactful to an
area’s socioeconomic status and cultural feel. Though the process of activating a space may seem daunting when considering costs and timeliness,
it is the spaces between the buildings which make a city a home. This is the place where we live, work and play. It is more than a commuter
thoroughfare or weekend destination. Below are some overarching tools consistent throughout the types of open space:
•
•
•

Planned activities
Singular management
Unique identity

•
•

Accessibility
Active and persistent marketing

The Downtown Denver Partnership’s Leadership Class of 2009 is committed to the implementation of the research findings in the various open
spaces of Downtown Denver. Chris Geddes will serve as Class Trustee. Report Committee, Presentation Committee, and Co-Chairs are available for
insight into findings or for volunteer involvement to help oversee Downtown open space development. For specific contact information, please see
the class list section.

Below is a list of resources that interested parties can use to participate in the activating Downtown Denver’s open spaces:
CIVIC CENTER PARK
•
Civic Center Friends blogspot is a resource for activities and meetings: http://www.civiccenterfriends.blogspot.com/
•
The Civic Center Conservancy is active in the preservation and activation of Civic Center Park: www.civiccenterconservancy.org
UNION STATION
•
Redevelopment information can be found on the Denver Union Station Website: http://www.denverunionstation.org/
•
Union Station Advocates: http://www.unionstationadvocates.org
NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
•
Capitol Hill United Neighborhoods, Inc is available via the Denver City and County website at www.denvergov.org
•
Enterprise Hill Homeowners Association is available via the Denver City and County website at www.denvergov.org
•
Northeast Community Congress for Education is available via the Denver City and County website at www.denvergov.org
•
Points Historical Redevelopment Corp is available via the Denver City and County website at www.denvergov.org
•
Southwest Capitol Hill Neighbors’ Coalition is available via the Denver City and County website at www.denvergov.org
REPUBLIC PLAZA
•
The Plaza is owned and operated by Brookfield Properties at www.brookfieldproperties.com
LOT 162
•
Information about Lot 162 can be found on the Denver Infill website: www.denverinfill.com
BLAKE STREET
•
Information about streetscapes in LoDo can be found on the LoDo Denver website: www.lodo.org
•
The Ballpark Neighborhood Association: http://www.theballparkneighborhood.com/
WYNKOOP STREET
•
Information about streetscapes in LoDo can be found on the LoDo Denver website: www.lodo.org
•
Information about Wynkoop Street can also be found on the various Union Station resources shown above.
GENERAL
•
Denver Urban Renewal Authority - www.renewdenver.org
•
Downtown Denver Partnership - www.downtowndenver.com
•
City and County of Denver - www.denvergov.org
•
Denver Post - www.denverpost.com
•
Denver Infill - www.denverinfill.com
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Denver currently utilizes a number of organizations and financing structures that could be applied to new open space projects. Below is a brief
description of these organizations and financing structures to help familiarize the reader with terminology and functioning of various groups.
a.

BIDS/LIDS/GIDS and Other Districts
Existing organizations and structures can be used to facilitate new projects, or new structures can be implemented as necessary. New
projects should coordinate with existing organizations in the area to ensure buy-in and support from local partners and interested
stakeholders. The City of Denver website has detailed information concerning existing organizations and formation procedures for
new ones.
•
Business Improvement District: A BID is a quasi-governmental management organization funded by annual assessments to
commercial properties within the district. The Downtown Denver Business Improvement District was formed in 1992 and
is responsible for cleaning, maintenance, capital improvements and repairs, security, marketing and promotions support
and other economic development resources for the Downtown area. The Downtown Denver Partnership contracts with the
BID to provide these services. Other local BIDs include East Colfax, Cherry Creek North, Cherry Creek Subarea, Old South
Gaylord and West Colfax.
•
Local Improvement District: A LID allows an area to fund public improvements such as parks, streets, sidewalks, and alleys
through special assessments. LIDs have limited powers to issue debt.
•
General Improvement District: GIDs are typically formed to build public infrastructure on raw land, or encourage commercial
or residential development. A GID may assess ad valorem taxes and charge rates, tolls and charges for services or facilities
and may issue bonds. GIDs are sometimes called Municipal Public Improvement Districts.
•
Historic Districts: The Denver Landmark Preservation Commission can designate areas as historic districts. For example,
one of the most recognizable historic districts in Denver is the Lower Downtown Historic District (LoDo). LoDo incorporates
special signage and streetscape guidelines to maintain a consistent and historic feel to the neighborhood. See Design
Guidelines for Lower Downtown Streetscape at www.lodo.org.
•
Neighborhood Associations & Neighborhood Organizations: Neighborhood Organizations are general purpose groups
formed to collectively address issues and interests common to an area. Registered Neighborhood Organizations receive
notice of zoning amendments and variances, liquor license applications and other issues relevant to the neighborhood. The
City of Denver has hundreds of registered Neighborhood Organizations.
•
Metropolitan Districts: These special districts are typically created to provide ambulance service, water, sanitation, fire
protection, parks and recreation districts. Metro Districts are quasi-municipal corporations and have greater powers than
LIDs or GIDs. Metro Districts have the power to levy ad valorem taxes, fees, rates or charges or to issue bonds and incur
indebtedness in the furtherance of improvements in the district.
•
Local Maintenance Districts: Local Maintenance Districts are formed to maintain existing public improvements.
Maintenance costs are funded through annual assessments to all benefited properties.

b.

Non-Profit Partners
Many cities have outsourced the development, construction, maintenance, and operation of city parks to third parties providers.
Commonly, these third parties operate as non-profit 501(c)(3) corporations with the sole purpose of providing services to a specific
park or facility pursuant to an agreement or master-lease with a municipality. This structure allows the non-profit organization
to operate the area as a business, coming up with a finance structure that includes operations and capital improvements. While
activating the park with programming, they are able to create a consistent revenue stream from permit fees, leases etc. In addition,
the non-profit organization may be better equipped to monitor the public space and ensure that it is being properly and eﬃciently
utilized, thus creating a desirable space that people want to visit. Finally, third party non-profit operators can be more eﬃcient
because they are not subject to the same administrative burdens as city agencies and may be in a better position to seek funding
from private sources. Many of the spaces that we considered as a part of this project are operated by non-profit or other private
organizations:
•
•
•
•

Pioneer Courthouse Square is managed by a 501(c)(3) non-profit through a mutual agreement with the City of Portland.
The non-profit has the authority to permit the area for events and rent out retail space to tenants.
Millennium Park is operated by the Chicago Oﬃce of Cultural Aﬀairs while Chicago Parks & Recreation is responsible for
maintaining the vegetation of the park.
Battery Park Conservancy is a 501(c)(3) that operates via a special agreement with the City.
Newbury Street is maintained by a non-profit business association that enforces rules that all tenants of the area agree to
abide by.
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A public private partnership (P3) is a contract or written agreement made between a public agency and a private entity which allows for cooperative
and shared use of each group’s resources to develop a project for the benefit of the surrounding community. Public private partnerships can be
either for-profit or non-profit, depending on the structure of the agreement and the fiscal responsibilities. A for-profit P3 is able to obtain as much
monetary compensation as possible after the completion (or sometimes during the completion) of the project. Their return, in other words, is not
fixed. Non-profits are restricted to certain levels of returns, but are able to access more public funding and private donations, and the contract
usually results in the City’s ownership of the property.
*

Risks of P3s
Additional procurement procedures may need to be defined
Changes of law can lead to PPP framework dissolution
Diﬀering agendas must be coalesced into one goal
Economic shifts can lead to less public or private funds
Liability defects
Multiple decision makers can mean dissenting opinions
Political stability can be diﬃcult to secure
Protectionism can be diﬃcult to overcome
Revenue must be guaranteed which can be diﬃcult to secure
Shared risk and reward means more eyes on the project
Shared value and profits can mean conflicting interest
Taxpayer consent can be diﬃcult to attain
Time consuming communication with public

*

Benefits of P3s
Better access to capital
Community service
Funds can be ‘ear marked’
Everyone wins
Formal or informal
Greater eﬃciency
Higher land values
Improved quality
Maximizes use of strengths
Minimize bureaucratic procedures
More flexibility
Mutually benefitial
Public contribute to the project
Reduced costs
Reduced public capital investment
Revitalization
Risks are equal and reduced
Shared skills, assets, resources
Shorter project duration
Supports public need

*

How to - A Brief Guide to Starting a Public Private Partnership
1. Identify an area where there is need for improvement
* People are generally more willing to participate in a development if it involves community improvement and benefit.
* Before considering a P3, identify the area.
2.

Organize a detailed meeting in which you decide whether to or not to use a P3
* Define WHY you are using a P3
* Outline advantages/disadvantage of a P3
* Outline potential investors and developers
* Determine stakeholders
* Determine available political support
There’s no need to embark upon a P3 only to later decide that you don’t have the political, financial, or public support needed to
complete the project. Moreover, you don’t want to get other entities involved only to force an embarrassing withdrawal of the project.

3.

Have a meeting WITH SENIOR PEOPLE to decide goals of the project
*Outline the goals of the project in detail
1. Clear expandable vision
2. Identify specific boundaries, with specific purpose, with specific amenities, i.e. ground cover, seating, shade etc.
Unclear goals and purpose can lead to costly change orders, additional work orders, and/or a lack-luster completion.

4.

Introduce the project formally
* Hold a public forum or introductory meeting which can introduce idea to the public, government oﬃcials and potential
contractors
Any project, no matter how fabulous the idea, can fail if the citizens and/or public oﬃcials are not given the opportunity to provide
input or feedback. As Axel Bishop cleverly explains, “validation is a powerful neutralizer of fear or anger.”
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5..

Submit a Request for Qualifications
* RFQ ensures the project will receive the best professional services,
services and is also a way of solidifying scope of the project
* Use submitted qualifications to narrow the list to prequalified contractors who propose on the final project

6.

Hold a public meeting
* Reintroduce project to the public and allow them to meet selected project firms.
* Maintain transparent project approach and consider input of community

7.

Meet with prequalified contractors
* Clarify expectations of contract
1. Who provides what
2. Length of time and what services they will provide
3. Intricate detail of project
Although the terms of the contract can be sensitive to contractor needs, make sure that your needs are being met and that you are
clear about what you need to make this project a success from your end. Be open to changing your contract to accommodate the
needs and desires of your contractor.

8.

Submit a Request for Proposal (RFP)
* Be clear in your RFP
1. Consider DBE requirements
2. Cost expectations
3. Schedule
4. Project scope of work
Contact with proposing firms up to this point is usual, but make no assumptions or insinuations on selection. Point value systems are
often used to evaluate proposals, ensuring that only a certain percentage of value is delegated to costs. Value does not necessarily
mean the lowest cost.

9.

Introduce your team and your plan
* Introduce team to the community.
Often, this meeting is coordinated and presented by the chosen contractor, taking the opportunity to show their concept to the public.

10. Continue to be open and transparent
* Stay involved as project develops
* Remain interested and transparent
Maintain control of the project so that the contractor feels supported. Consider additional public meetings and consistent progress
reports with the developer.
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*

*

Keys
eys to Successful P3s
Active public involvement
Clarify why you’re using a P3
Clear and balanced project roles, responsibilities, and risks
Community and political approval
Competitive contractor interest who looks out for “Public Good”
Consider nearby parcels and developments
Contractors and team members are experienced at PPP projects
Define need for project clearly
Define stakeholder benefit
Demonstrated community need
Detailed asset control and contract
Detailed business plan
Don’t play the “blame game”
Each party reviews contract carefully
Early definition of relative scope and feasibility
Environmental constructability
Existing PPP Framework
Successful United States Examples
21st Street and Opportunity Drive, Wichita, KS
Alameda Corridor Rail Expressway – Southern California
Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel – Whittier, AK
Atlantic City Brigantine Connector – Atlantic City, NJ
Atlantic Station 17th Street Bridge – Atlanta, GA
Automated Traﬃc Photo Enforcement – Washington, DC
Biodefense Campus – Frederick, MD
Blount Street Sale, Restoration and Redevelopment, Raleigh, NC
Buﬀalo Water System – Buﬀalo, NY
California Bays Parkway – Murtle Beach, SC
Cambridge Energy Alliance – Cambridge, MA
Camden Water and Wastewater Systems – Camden, NJ
Central Park NY
Chicago Skyway – Chicago, IL
Conroy Bridge Interchange at I-4 – Orlando, FL
DC Parking Meter Management – Washington, DC
Denver RTD Southeast Corridor Lightrail Tracks – Denver, CO
E470 – Denver, CO
Environmental Management Corporation – Monmouth, IL
Fredericksburg Historic District Parking Deck, Fredericksburg, VA
Grand Central Terminal NY, New York, NY
Great Falls Wastewater Treatment Plant – Great Falls, MT
Green Rock and Pocahontas Correctional Centers – Chatham and
Pocahontas, VA
Gulfport Public Works – Gulfport, MS
Hammerhead Barracks – Fort Knox, KY
Hancock Geriatric Treatment Center – Williamsburg, VA
Herryfod Village at Fort Belvoir, Fort Belvoir, VA (2007)
Hiawatha Light Rail, Minneapolis, MN
Highway 63 Transportation Corporation, Kirksville, MO
Indianapolis and Veolia Water Partnership – Indianapolis, IN
IPASS public private partnerships for Illinois Tollway, IL
James F Oyster Bilingual Elementary School, Washington, DC
Jersey City PPP for Operation, Maintenance, and Management of
Municipal Water System – Jersey City, NJ
Hinesville Public Works – Hinesville, GA
Live Oak Wastewater Treatment Facility – Live Oak, FL

Flexible project ideas with defined design requirements
Gradient levels of agreement
Guaranteed, adequate and viable revenue stream
Know your partner well
Limited complexity of PPP contract
Maintain open communication
Maintain spirit of openness and communication
Monitor and report on project consistently
Oblige the most qualified employees to be engaged
Perform all necessary due diligence
Public sector continues to maintain and monitoring project
Regular meetings at both managerial and technical levels
Share a common vision
Stakeholder support
Transparent, open, and fair selection process
Well-defined PPP laws
Willing and accommodating partnership

Massachusetts Route 3 North Project, MA
Metropolitan Government of Nashville Energy System – Nashville, TN
Milwaukee PPP for Operation, Maintenance, and Management of Municipal Wastewater System – Milwaukee, WI
New York Avenue Metro Station, New York, NY
NJ Transit Hudson-Bergen Light Rail Tracks, NJ
Oklahoma City Wastewater Treatment Prtnrshp – Oklahoma City, OK
Operation of Sandy Springs – Sandy Springs, GA
Optech and Long Beach PPP – Long Beach, MS
Parks Maintenance – Grants, NM
Pocahontas Parkway, Richmond, VA
Redevelopment of James A Farley Post Oﬃce Building, New York, NY
Redevelopment of Chattanooga TN
Route 28 Interchange Expansion – Fairfax County, VA
San Mateo County Pre-Hospital Support Service – Hillsborough, CA
Skyline Park – Denver, CO
South County Secondary School – Lorton, VA
South Bay Expressway – San Diego, CA
Springfield Wastewater System – Agawam, MA Riverside County Library
System – Riverside County, CA
State Highway 130 – Austin, TX
TRADOC Command Study of Directorate of Public Works and Logistics –
Ft. Monroe, VA
TREX I-25 – Denver, CO
Tren Urbano Rail System – San Juan, Puerto Rico
Trans-Texas Corridor – Central TX
Union Station Washington DC
Universal Boulevard Bridge – Orlando, FL
University of Maryland Infrastructure Program – College Park, MD
Vancouver Wastewater Treatment Project – Vancouver, WA
Wastewater Operations, Maintenance, & Management – Corning, CA
Water Taxi Beach NY
West Corridor Campus Housing: Auraria Campus, Denver, CO
Westpark All Electronic Tollway – Houston, TX
WMATA Largo Metrorail Extension, Washington, DC
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Signature
Si
ature Spaces:
S
1.
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

htt
http://www
p://www.millenniumpark.org/
millenniumpark org/
www.wikipedia.com
Millennium Park Economic Study by Goodman Williams Group, April 25, 2005
Millennium Park: A Model for Successful Urban Green Space Redevelopment, by Nick Groos and Matt Dages, December 3rd, 2008
The Millennium Park Eﬀect, Spring 2005 Economic Development Journal
http://www.millenniumpark.org/
The Planning Report interview with Ed Uhlir
Denver Union Station Public Spaces Symposium
Downtown Denver Partnership
Union State Neighborhood Company
Union Station Advocates
Jerome Barth – Bryant Park
Business Aﬀairs for Bryant Park Corporation
34th Street Partnership
Chelsea Improvement Company
Chad Munitz – Foundation Square
3CDC
Foundation Square
Bob Gregory – Campus Martinus Park
Detroit 300 Conservancy
Richard Czoski – Sante Fe Railyard
Sante Fe Railyards
Terry Guen – Millennium Park
Blue Ribbon Philanthropists
Denver Union Station Project Authority
Denver Civic Center Design Guidelines (2009)
Denver Justice Center Framework Plan (2006)
Denver Civic Center Park Master Plan (2005)
Civic Center District Plan (2005)
Civic Center Friends
www.flickr.com

Neighborhood Parks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

www.flickr.com
www.nytimes.com
www.nycgovpark.org
www.denvergov.org
www.thebattery.org
www.nsacolorado.org
Battery Park Conservancy
www.panoramio.com
http://eadsrv.denverlibrary.org
RNL Design
Denver City and County of Theatres and Arenas
Life on Capitol Hill
Denver Public Library
Denver Urban Renewal Authority

Squares & Plazas:
1.
2.

www.pioneercourthousesquare.org
Gragg, Randy and Alverson, Audrey. “Pioneering the Square” Portland Spaces. 01 September 2009
<http://www.pioneercourthouseSquare.org/Pioneer_Sq_040609.pdf>.
3. Project for Public Spaces (PPS) website (www.pps.org): Pioneer Courthouse Square: Why it Works
http://www.pps.org/great_public_spaces/one?public_place_id=19
4. www.wikipedia.org
5. www.flickr.com
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Streets
S
ets & Streetscapes:
S
1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newbury_Street_(Boston)
en wikipedia org/wiki/Newbury Street (Boston)
www.newbury-st.com/
maps.google.com/
www.newbury-st.com
www.visitbostonbackbay.com
www.newburystreetleague.org
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boston
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denver
www.denverhistorytours.com/
www.messner-reeves.com/
www.lodo.org/
www.larimerarts.org
www.oktoberfestdenver.com
www.denverinfill.com
www.denvergov.org
www.downtowndenver.com
www.cherrycreeknorth.com
www.rfpcommunityfoundation.com
www.westcolfaxbid.org
www.southgaylordstreet.com
www.civiccenterconservancy.org
www.bonjourtelluride.com
www.claytonlaneretail.com
www.flickr.com
www.newburystreetleague.org
www.visitbostonbackbay.com
www.hagopianhotels.com/ngh
www.newbury-st.com
www.wikipedia.org
www.allposters.com
photos of Larimer square courtesy of Larimer associates
www.subwaynut.com
http://blog.pps.org
www.wordpress.com
www.thenewburyline.com
Mark Bernstein, Denver Parks and Recreation
Kristin Keefer, Boston Redevelopment Authority
Lois Harvey, Neighborhood Association of the Back Bay
James Hill, Licensing and Building Use Committee of the Neighborhood Association of the Back Bay
Meg Mainzer Cohen, Back Bay Association

General References
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

http://americancity.org/daily/entry/1692/
http://www.pps.org – the Project for Public Spaces website
http:// http://www.portlandonline.com/parks/?c=35300 – Portland’s Parks & Recreation website
http://en.wikipedia.org
Urban Open Space – Designing for User Needs, Mark Francis, 2003
www.flickr.com
www.denvergov.org - City and County of Denver website
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Public
bliic Private
i
Partnership:
hi
1.
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Abdel Aziz,
Aziz A M.
M “Successful Delivery of Public-Private Partnerships for Infrastructure Development.”
Development ” Journal of Constructi
Construction
on Engineering and Management, 133 (12). December 2007: 918-931.
Abdel Aziz, A M and Russell, A D. “A Structure of Government Requirements in Public-Private Partnerships.” Canadian Journal of Civil
Engineering, 28 (6). 2001: 891-909.
AECOM Consult Team for US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration. “Case Studies of Transportation PublicPrivate Partnerships in the United States.” Final Report – Work Order 05-002. July 7, 2007.
AECOM Consult Team for US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration. “Case Studies of Transportation PublicPrivate Partnerships Around the World.” Final Report – Work Order 05-002. July 7, 2007.
AECOM Consult Team for US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration. “User Guidebook on Implementing PublicPrivate Partnerships for Transportation Infrastructure Projects in the United States.” Final Report – Work Order 05-002. July 7, 2007.
Bishop, Axel. Personal Interview. August 18, 2009.
Bishop, Axel. “Planning for parks: include public in the process.” Colorado Real Estate Journal. August 2009: 29.
Desmond, John and Milestone, Cassie. Personal Interview. August 13, 2009.
Diwik, James; Duvall, Tyler; Placilla, Mel; Prieto, Bob; Swain, Kimberly. Perspectives on Public Private Partnerships from a Developer/
Contractor. American Bar Association Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section Fidelity & Surety Law Committee. New York. January
2009.
Jennings, Jill. Personal interview. August 7, 2009.
Makovsky, Evan . Personal interview. November, 2009
Middleton, Brian. Personal Interview. August 12, 2009.
National Council for Public-Private Partnerships. 2009. The National Council for Public-Private Partnerships. August 12, 2009. <http://
www.ncppp.org>
Prieto, Bob. Commission on State Asset Maximization Hearing. Westchester County. 2008.
Prieto, Bob. Key Characteristics of Viable PPP Projects. 5th Annual PPP US Summit. Washington, DC. March 11, 2009.
Prieto, Bob. Personal Interview. August 17, 2009.
Prieto, Bob. PPP Legislation and Regulation from a “Greenfield” Developer Perspective. International Bar Association 6th Biennial
Conference. Washington, DC. April 2007.
Prieto, Bob. “PPPs: A Contractor/Developer’s ‘How To’ Guide.” National Council for Public Private Partnerships. October 2005. August
12, 2009. http://www.ncppp.org/resources/papers/prieto_howtoguide.pdf
US Department of Transportation: Federal Highway Administration – Public Private Partnerships. 2009. Federal Highway Administration. August 12, 2009. <Http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/PPP>
United States. US Department of Transportation. Federal Transit Administration. “Report to Congress on the Costs, Benefits, and Efficiencies of Public-Private Partnerships for Fixed Guideway Capital Projects.” Washington: FTA, 2007.
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di option.
i
For more information,
i f
i please
l
see the
h Finance
i
andd Policy
li Appendix.
A
di
Accessibility: The ability of patrons to access and utilize a site is of unparalleled importance. If users are unable to easily access the site, they are likely to skip the venture all together. Accessibility includes access
to all pedestrians, including the physically, vision or hearing impaired, as well as cyclists and vehicles.
Active Use of Surrounding Areas: Part of activating a space is ensuring and investigating the active use of
spaces surrounding the designated project area. A project will be more successful or more likely to succeed if the areas around it are vibrant and filled with pedestrian activity. Visitors to a space are more likely
to linger and investigate surrounding areas if the space has abundant lighting and seating.
Adequate & Consistent Funding: A common pitfall of many projects is inadequate or ill-planned funding.
Consider that the project will need to funded throughout its lifespan, including future operations and maintenance. Too often, operations and maintenance are neglected, and the site falls into disrepair. Below are
some ideas for funding opportunities:
Tourism Fees: Fees from landmarks or tourism groups can go to benefit the space.
Event/Activity Fees: Events and activities can provide revenue to the space.
Fundraising: Residents and businesses could be tapped to provide money towards fundraising efforts.
Offering opportunities to donate to a project in exchange for name recognition or other direct donor references will often encourage people to donate to a cause.
Licensing Fees: Commercial or residential licensing fees could be directed back to the space.
Parking Fees: If parking is designated for the site, fees could go towards the continued operations of the
space.
Kiosk Fees: If the site includes commercial kiosks, a portion of the proceeds could go to benefit the
space. As was noted above, licensing fees could also benefit the space.
Private Donations: Private benefactors and concerned citizens are often likely to help fund a philanthropic project in their local community. Reaching out to these donors could help fund many projects.
Sponsorships: Companies will sometimes sponsor projects in exchange for advertising opportunities
within the site after project completion.
Group Fees: Neighborhood groups, conservancies, or partnerships often have associated membership
fees. Some or all of these fees could help to fund the project.
Real Estate Fees: Real estate located adjacent to open space has been proven to have higher value than
comparable spaces further away from the open space. The project team could leverage this by charging
real estate fees that go to benefit project completion or future maintenance costs.
Government Funding: Government funding can be requested for projects that will enhance the community. Although economic turbulence can sometimes limit government funding capabilities, they should
nevertheless be researched.
Private Donations: Often the most influential supporters of redevelopment are citizens. Reach out to the
community for support.
Rental Equipment: Many open spaces offer chairs, microphones, lounge equipment or other rentals as a
means of subsidizing funding.
Garage Revenue/Parking Fees: The funding of many open paces has been supplemented by bonds
which are repaid with fees obtained from the space’s parking garages or lots.
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Adequate
Ad
quate Sid
Sidewalk:
lk Room ffor pedestrian
d i movement is
i highly
hi hl encouragedd for
f any urban
b open space. In city
i
centers,
walked. Wide sidewalks are easy to
centers people tend to navigate the streets in areas that are easily walked
transverse. Further, sidewalks should consider the visually and hearing impaired, incorporating textured
pavement and pedestrian signage that can be heard as well as seen.
Branding & Unique Identity: The identity of a space allows for a feeling of place and destination. An identity encourages and supports enhancements. Identity is created with the implementation of specified branding. A unique look to signs, billboards, maps, lights, benches and marketing materials will all go towards
the establishment of an identity of a given space.
Citizen Interest & Support: One of the most instrumental groups in any redevelopment is the citizenry. The
people that live, work and play in a space are likely to encourage or deny development in their community.
Citizen support should always be sought at the beginning stages of a project before attempting to move it
forward. Further, citizen support helps to gain political support (and visa versa) which is also crucial to
project development.
Clear Vision/Goals: Transparency is crucial to project success. A project must be well-defined and the goals
of the project should be known by all those involved. Develop a community-supported vision and goal for
any project.
Connectivity: The ease with which a project connects to surrounding areas is essential to project success. If a
site is disconnected or difficult to access, it is highly likely that people will avoid the space. Highly successful spaces are accessible by transit, bicycle and foot traffic, as well as automobile.
Conservancy Groups & Neighborhood Associations: These sorts of organizations can be great assistance to
the redevelopment of any site. They can help with advertisement and public outreach as well as fundraising and general idea conception. These may be well-established groups or newly created for the space.
Convention & Visitors Centers: As hubs for tourists and residents alike, organized centers such as convention
centers or visitors centers can offer assistance with marketing and advertisement of a space.
Defined Demographic: It is important to know the audience for a space. People’s interests change across different age and ethnic groups, and these differences should be considered when planning a space.
Design for Physicality & Programming: In a state as nationally recognized for activity as Colorado, designing a space for physicality and programming is essential. In this state in particular, many visitors seek
physical and tangible interaction. Whether this takes the shape of fountains, playgrounds, amphitheatres,
public art, trees, dog parks, interactive lighting or other elements, consider how the visitor will engage with
a space and create a design that accommodates those needs.
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Fountains: People are inspired and activated by water features, especially in the summer months.
Gardens: Especially in urban areas where greenry is rare, gardens are a wonderful way to attract people to an
area and to ensure that they will return.
Historic Preservation & Restoration: Colorado is rich in history and many of our urban spaces have invaluable historical significance. For this reason, it is important to consider the history of a site prior to design.
With historic sites come competing interest, restoration efforts, political agendas and citizen opinions that
must be equally considered and incorporated into a successful design.
Ice Rink: Keeping an open space lively during the winter months can be difficult. Drawing people out of
their homes and offices and into the snow and cold can be a challenge. The implementation of winter features such as an ice rink, may encourage visitors during the colder months.
Identified Need: A space is more likely to attract public and political support if it is in need of improvement.
Historically disadvantaged sites should be identified and development should focus on these areas first.
Impromptu Activities: Just as important as planned activities are the unplanned activities that take place in a
space. The design of a space should leave room for impromptu visits and creative use.
Improvement Districts: Improvement districts are established to provide assessment-based funding for an
area. For more information on improvement districts, refer to the Finance and Policy appendix.
Interested Developers: No project will be successful without a committed developer. If a private group is
seeking the revitalization or development of a site, they should ensure that the development community
will back their efforts with action and progress.
Kiosks: Kiosks are a great opportunity for varied and enticing activation. They allow for both food and retail
products to be sold within a small space and can also include ticket sales to local events and information.
Profits or licensing fees from such kiosks can be directed back into the space.
Lighting: Appropriate lighting is essential to fostering a feeling of safety in a space.
Marketing Plan: Successful marketing is diligently and purposefully planned. Make sure there is a plan for
marketing and advertising of the space. A marketing plan could include a detailed website, email lists,
targeted retail/residential areas, flyer design, tourism boards, planned and impromptu activities, permanent
staffing allocation, community outreach and more.
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High density development allows for activation of a space simply for the fact of high levels of pedestrian
movement.
Multiple Uses: Each person that visits an open space enjoys his/her own idea of relaxation and escapism.
Having multiple uses for a space and allowing for multiple activities will encourage a broader range of users.
Non-Profit Management: Non-profit management can allow for a more objective operation of a space unencumbered by profit goals. This type of organization often runs the maintenance and advertising of a space.
For more about this, please see the public private partnership appendix.
Operations Plan: The continued operations of a space should be well-defined during the initial planning
phases of project development. Operations should assign specific tasks to specific organizations with a
clearly stated schedule and thorough consideration of all levels and types of operation tasks.
Pedestrian Bridges: Offering pedestrians a safe, secure and attractive access to a space will encourage use.
Planned Activities: Activities are the life-blood of a space. They maintain and encourage visitors and help to
solidify the identity and credibility of a space. Both large annual activities and small daily activities should
be planned for ideal activation, and all activities should be well advertised.
Plentiful Seating: All open urban spaces should offer areas of respite including dedicated and informal seating
areas. Seating could range from benches and artistic seating to grassy knolls and footponds.
Plentiful & Persistent Advertising: Knowledge of a space’s existence is critical to the success of the space.
There are many open spaces and even dedicated parks Downtown that are underutilized simply for lack of
public knowledge. Advertising could include a website, flyers, sidewalk chalk, newspaper advertising and
event/activity coordination.
Political Support & Will: Political support is essential to project funding and citizen approval. Before commencing project development, be sure to gain the political support of local agencies.
Proximity to Other Attractions: Once a location is established, users enjoy exploring the area. Building an
open space near well-used establishments will help assure that people visit the area.
Public Art: As a means of engaging the public and also adding interesting and aesthetically pleasing features
to a space, consider adding a public art element. Local artists should be used and can even be present to
unveil and explain their pieces.
Public Private Partnership (P3): A public private partnership is a contract or written agreement made between a public agency and a private entity which allows for cooperative and shared use of each group’s
resources to develop a project for the benefit of the surrounding community. For more information on P3s,
please see the Public Private Partnership appendix.
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Public Transportation: Proximity to public transportation is directly proportional to the success of the space.
The more accessible the site is from a public transportation hub, the more active the space will be. When
considering the development of a space, consider proximity to public transportation or consider supplementing existing transit with a separate system (similar to the 16th Street Free Mall Ride).
Safety: People want to visit places which create a sense of safety and belonging. When developing an open
space, be sure to consider and implement safety features such as police presence, lighting, late-hour retail
establishments, etc.
Signage, Mapping, Wayfinding: A pedestrian’s ability to navigate a space will increase the walkability and
hence usability of a space. Legible and abundant sign, maps and other wayfinding methods will help visitors navigate the space and contribute to more and longer visits.
Stakeholder Support: When it comes to development, there are inevitably numerous stakeholders to be considered. Stakeholder support can make or break a project, so engage them from the beginning and maintain this contact throughout the life of the project.
Surrounding Food & Retail: The presence of food and retail are a sure way to attract people to an area.
Sustainability: Any number of elements can contribute to the positive environmental impact of a space:
LEED certification, recycling & compost system, solar powered lighting & other elements, greywater use,
porous / permeable paving, drainage plantations, drought-tolerant or native plants, etc.
Supports Public Good: Funding, follow through, and continued operations are more successful when a project supports the public good. These types of projects are easy to support, advertise, and market. For more
information about this, please see the Public Private Partnership appendix.
Thoughtful Parking: Parking can add to space revenues and accessibility, but can also detract from walkability and connectivity if not thoughtfully planned for. The expertise of the surrounding community can
contribute to a parking solution appropriate for the space.
Timing: Open space development takes a certain urban, political and economic environment. Before embarking on open space development, consider that these environments are inviting of such a change. In 2009,
the political and social support for open space development is extensive, and with the backing of enhancements already taking place, now is the perfect time to act.
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Website
site & Social Media: In an age of technological dependence
dependence, it is absolutely necessary that a successful
space have a comprehensive and appealing website. Websites should rotate or alter content regularly to
attract regular site visitation. Activities, hours, opportunities to get involved, local associations and advertising could all be provided.
Zoning Regulations: Understanding an area’s zoning regulations before commencing on the road to redevelopment is vital for success. The City and County of Denver’s zoning code is currently undergoing a massive rewrite.
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